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New Leadership Skills 
for a New Era 

Traditional business curricula still 
focus—to a large extent—on fundamental 
disciplinary skills such as accounting, 
finance, marketing, quantitative methods, 
and management. although these are 
essential, they are no longer sufficient to 
give students an edge as they enter today’s 
competitive global business environment. 
in today’s multicultural, decentralized corporate structures, getting results and building 
commitment requires at least four new sets of leadership skills:

• Thinking beyond boundaries

• building networks

• being a diplomat

• interpreting for many audiences

Thinking beyond boundaries means questioning the status quo of everything the 
organization does at all times. To do this, students must be encouraged to think big, be 
open to new ideas, and to look beyond themselves and their organizations for ideas, 
capabilities, and resources.

network building involves finding and linking with complementary partners at 
the individual as well as organizational level. it requires developing a relationship 
mindset, knowledge of one’s own value and uniqueness, an ability to recognize the 
value and uniqueness others bring to the table, and a commitment to identifying and 
leveraging synergies.

diplomats know how to manage complex networks, relate well to diverse 
constituencies, communicate effectively in formal as well as informal settings, and are 
tough but fair negotiators.

interpreters help partners see the value of cooperation. To do so, they need solid 
knowledge of the business, broad knowledge of the marketplace, and an ability to 
impress and influence others.

Twenty years ago, these leadership skills were barely discussed, let alone 
incorporated into the business curriculum. Today, at the university of oregon’s 
Lundquist college of business, we consider these concepts core elements in the design 
of our programs. Through our centers of excellence—the Warsaw sports Marketing 
center, Lundquist center for entrepreneurship, center for sustainable business 
Practices, and finance and securities analysis center—we provide students with 
hands-on opportunities to develop and practice these skills. This combination of strong 
fundamentals and experiential leadership development defines our competitive edge.

as you peruse this issue of UO Business magazine, you will read many examples 
of how we are preparing leaders for a new era, and i hope it will also be clear the vital 
role you—as alumni, donors, and friends of the college—play. You are key components 
to our leadership approach, helping us build networks, serving as ambassadors for the 
college, partnering on new initiatives to expand knowledge boundaries, and enhancing 
our reach to new audiences and future students.

Together we are changing business education. Thank you.

cornelis a. “Kees” de Kluyver
dean and James and shirley Rippey distinguished Professor
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With scissors wielded, hope anstett and  
her family marked the grand reopening of 
anstett hall on March 17, 2011.

The building was originally built in 1921 
and was known for many years previously 
as gilbert hall; during the structure’s 
transformation its historic façade was 
preserved while its interior was gutted 
completely and then rebuilt for modern 
needs, using sustainable materials and the 
latest classroom technologies.

The renovations included four new 
classrooms, four large study spaces, 
a tutoring suite, a new home for the 
accounting department, and dozens  
of faculty offices.

The completion of anstett hall also 
marked a watershed moment for the 
Lundquist college of business. after 
more than a dozen years, our vision for 
providing a seamless, modernized learning 
environment is complete.

starting with the construction of Lillis 
hall in 1999, the Lundquist college of 
business set out to create a place that 
would foster success and confidence in our 
students. anstett hall was the final wing of 
the college’s original, outdated facilities in 
need of complete revisioning.

We extend a special thank you to all 
investors in Lillis, Peterson, anstett, and 
chiles halls whose generosity enabled us 

to build one of the premier business school 
facilities in the world. Your involvement 
has created a venue that has far exceeded 
expectations, and your commitment and 
passion are an inspiration to us all.

as we move forward, we now have 
the foundation on which to propel the 
college to even greater heights as our 
investment priorities shift to pursue new 
global initiatives, to fund scholarships and 
incentives to recruit the best and brightest 
faculty members and students, to enhance 
our programs and centers, and to lead the 
future of business education. 

Thank you.

sTaRTUP

news and notes
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“The business Research institute truly 
makes marketing research classes come 
alive for our students,” said marketing 
professor Joan giese, who played a key role 
developing this latest addition to the Lillis 
business complex.

funded through generous contributions 
from the hedco foundation, electro 

scientific industries, and other donors, the 
space is equipped with the very best in 
market research technology.

one-way observation mirrors, a twenty-
station computer laboratory, digital 
whiteboard, advanced videoconferencing 
and teleconferencing systems are just a few 
of the high-tech bells and whistles available.

but what takes the facility to the next 
level is the integration of all this technology, 
according to giese: “These systems all 
talk to each other. it is a truly interactive 
environment.” for business students aiming 
for careers in marketing and advertising, 
working in the sleek, agency-inspired facility 
provides an invaluable confidence booster.

The institute benefits a wider audience as 
well. The space is available for use by local 
and national corporations, research firms, 
public relations and advertising agencies, 
and academic researchers from on and off 
campus. (all usage fees go to support the 
institute and research initiatives.)

for many of these outside players, an 
essential part of the draw is the institute’s 
setting at the university of oregon in the city 
of eugene. While the uo campus provides 
unique access to faculty experts, diverse 
demographics, and student populations from 
around the world, eugene is regarded as a 
trendsetter in sustainability, sports, social 
issues, and adoption of technology.

For in-depth technological capabilities, room 
overviews, and more photos, visit bri.uoregon.edu.

a global outlook, paired with in-depth knowledge of finance and accounting: these are 
core attributes of the newly renamed finance and securities analysis center. These traits 
also describe Jeffrey b. deboer, the center’s new managing director, who joined the uo 
Lundquist college of business on July 1.

With more than a decade of experience as chief financial officer of Lithia Motors—the 
fortune 700 auto retailer that is among oregon’s largest companies—deboer brings a wealth 
of hands-on experience to his new role.

he is also no stranger to the world of international banking and finance. Prior to his time 
at Lithia, deboer was an analyst and sector fund manager with fidelity investments in Tokyo. 
earlier, he worked in commercial banking at fuji bank. fluent in Japanese, deboer received 
an Mba from London business school, where he specialized in international finance and 
portfolio theory.

“deboer’s breadth of experience across industry sectors in europe and asia makes him the 
perfect choice to lead our world-class center,” said dean Kees de Kluyver.

Why add the word “finance” to the center’s name? To telegraph its broadening mission. 
“We are expanding the center to include a greater focus on corporate finance and commercial 
banking, while maintaining the specialty niche we have developed in investment 
management,” explained deboer.

“few programs in the country give students on-the-ground knowledge and experience 
tackling the same issues confronting industry professionals,” deboer added. “i am thrilled to 
be part of the university of oregon and look forward to partnering with the region’s vibrant 
financial community, students, and more than thirty faculty members contributing to the 
finance and securities analysis center’s curriculum and research.”

a new face behind a new name

Jeffrey B. DeBoer

students, faculty members, and donors check out the latest technologies in the new Business Research institute.
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Open for Business Research
The space is equipped with 
the very best in market 
research technology.
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With an established cohort entering 
their sophomore year, and a brand new 
batch of first-year students, the building 
business Leaders (formerly The ceo 
network) project is truly thriving.

Launched last fall as part of the 
business school’s diversity initiative, 
building business Leaders aims to 
increase the number of students from 
underrepresented minority groups who 
complete the prebusiness curriculum 
and qualify to enroll in the business 
school as juniors and seniors.

“our goal was to create a community 
of support and leadership,” explained 
Tayah butler, the undergraduate 
advisor who has headed up the project 
since its start. along with mentoring 
and leadership coaching, the project 
provides myriad business and academic 
experiences, including opportunities for 
students to:

• analyze a case from The Harvard 
Business Review in a class session led by 
dean Kees de Kluyver

• attend a daylong series of leadership 
workshops at the Portland offices of 
Pricewaterhousecoopers

• serve as presenters at the uo’s annual 
embracing the future event for new admits

• attend a dinner hosted by uo President 
Richard W. Lariviere

• Tour the Portland Trail blazers’ 
headquarters with a business school 
alumnus

numbers bear out the project’s success. 
in a proportion that parallels (and even 
slightly improves on) the 60 percent 
success rate of students from mainstream 
backgrounds, an impressive nineteen of the 
project’s twenty-nine students are slated to 
continue with the prebusiness curriculum 
in their sophomore year.

What’s next for the growing cohort? 
Members of eugene’s newly formed 
oregon black business alliance 
(obba) have taken an interest, offering 
mentoring and company visits among 
other opportunities. and perhaps equally 
exciting from the students’ point of 
view, plans are already in the works for 
obba to celebrate its launch by hosting 
a networking event—with the students as 
guests of honor.

in the end, it’s all about empowering 
the students to create their own success 
through the project and the connections 
they forge with one another. “i have 
students who have come to my office and 
told me ‘i would have thrown my hands 
up and walked away if it wasn’t for the 
cohort,’” said butler.

Catch up with the first year’s cohort in this 
fun video at uolcb.co/o7MjER.

Thriving on Diversity
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Given the competitive nature of our program, not all 
students who start in the prebusiness program are 
admitted as full majors to the business college. The 
goal of Building Business leaders is to bring the 
admittance rate for culturally diverse students into 
equilibrium with that of students from mainstream 
backgrounds, which was achieved in the first year  
of the project.

Success Rates  
for Returning and 

Continuing Prebusiness 
Majors

 Students from underrepresented 
minority groups (historically):  
3 out of 10

 Building Business Leaders 
participants: 6.5 out of 10

The first Building Business leaders cohort on the rise
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after a hiatus of nearly thirty years, 
the uo-nyenrode exchange program is 
scheduled for relaunch. begun in the 
mid-1960s and continuing through the 
early 1980s, the program sent uo business 
students to The netherlands while bringing 
dutch students to study in eugene.

Making the exchange program available 
to current-day students is just one element 
of dean Kees de Kluyver’s mission to 
enhance the business school’s global 
outlook.

“globalization has increased the demand 
for business professionals who understand 
and embrace the new global challenges and 
realities,” said de Kluyver.

The Rebirth of an exchange
The business school dean knows from 

personal experience just how profoundly 
a program like this can affect the course of 
a student’s life. he himself is an alumnus 
of the original uo-nyenrode exchange 
program and graduated from the university 
of oregon in 1970.

“The exchange program took me in 
directions i never dreamed possible. not 
only did it shape my career—i met my wife 
here, too!” recalled de Kluyver.

slated to start in the summer of 2012, 
the program will at first be available to 
executive Mba students only, but it will be 
expanded in subsequent years to include 
other students. nyenrode’s immense 
network of corporate partners also offers 

great internship and work opportunities for 
Lundquist college of business students.

The program’s rebirth was also a cause 
for celebration on a stormy evening this past 
april, when a group of alums gathered in 
the Lillis business complex to reconnect, 
relive old memories, and toast the future of 
a brand new generation of globally aware 
students.

L u n d q u i s t  C o L L e g e  of Business       nyenrode Busin
es

s 
un

i v
e r

s i t e i t

university  
of  oregon

April 16, 2011

UO-nyenrode alumni reunite to help revive the exchange program.
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“Globalization has increased 
the demand for business 
professionals who understand 
and embrace the new global 
challenges and realities.”



an april tradition for twenty years, the 
uo Lundquist center for entrepreneurship’s 
renowned new Venture championship 
(nVc) is well known as a launching pad  
for successful startups.

it is this reputation that has drawn 
teams from all over the world to the 
event in Portland each spring. additional 
inducements included a grand prize 
of $25,000 plus a guaranteed berth in 
the university of Texas’s Venture Labs 
investment competition.

VisiRay came to nVC fresh 
from success in several events 
around the country, including 
the University of louisville’s 
Cardinal Challenge and 
Carnegie Mellon University’s 
McGinnis Venture Challenge.

for a behind-the-scenes look at what 
it’s like to take part in the prestigious 
investment competition, we embedded a 
videographer to follow Team VisiRay, the 
uo Lundquist college of business’s entry  
in this year’s event.

on a roll after their december 2010 
victory in the graduate-level Venture quest 
competition at the business college, VisiRay 
came to nVc fresh from success in several 
events around the country, including 
the university of Louisville’s cardinal 
challenge and carnegie Mellon university’s 
Mcginnis Venture challenge.

What happened when the team took 
their business plan for a unique pest-
control technology and presented it to a 
panel of potential investors and seasoned 
entrepreneurs? to find out, you’ll have to 
watch the video at uolcb.co/visiray.

nVC adventures

Team VisiRay (left to right): andrew Cook, Jim st. Clair,  
Orit Ofri, Walther Buecklers
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inventing a better grease trap, looking for new uses for industrial wastewater, 
finding less wasteful ways to deal with cans of food too dinged to sell—these 
were some of the nitty-gritty challenges students tackled in assistant professor of 
management Jennifer howard-grenville’s industrial ecology course. Their clients were 
key industries up the road in salem: the city’s wastewater treatment plant; norpac, the 
regional food processor; and sequential Pacific biofuels, the biodiesel manufacturer. 
all three plan to use elements of the students’ research going forward.

“They came up with good ideas, and they got a pretty good handle on the problem,” 
said Mark steele, an engineer at norpac. “because norpac has been working on these 
problems for a number of years, it’s not easy to find new solutions.”

The industrial ecology course—not one you’ll find at just any business school—was 
part of the uo’s interdisciplinary sustainable cities initiative, a green development 
program in which a single oregon community partners for a year with uo students 
from business, architecture, and other disciplines.

and what exactly is industrial ecology? it’s a leading-edge approach for seeing how 
industries relate to each other and the communities around them. “Rather than looking 
at environmental issues in a single location, we look at a company as part of a regional 
economy,” explained howard-grenville. “That’s when you start to see symbiotic 
relationships.”

and for her perspective, howard-grenville appreciated how the students grasped 
the complexity of the problems they were tackling and yet still tried to find reasonable 
solutions. “To me, the biggest part of the learning is how complex each situation 
is,” howard-grenville said. “That’s one of the benefits of the sustainable city Year 
program—to see how messy the real world is.”

Getting Messy Being ‘Green’

salem’s wastewater treatment facility

sTaRTUP



There’s a fresh new way to keep an eye 
on duck football: from behind the polarized 
lenses of a pair of shady Peeps—in classic 
uo green and yellow.

The team-themed, Wayfarer-style 
sunglasses are the brainchild of former uo 

Visions of Green and Yellow
student Jason bolt. “Looking around autzen 
at all the duck-inspired gear, i realized that 
the one thing missing was sunglasses,” 
recalled bolt.

inspired by bolt’s vision, caleb iorg, 
Mba ’11, joined shady Peeps in the fall 
of 2010—not long after he had graduated 
from our undergraduate program. Together 
with bolt and iorg, a rotating cast of 
business students worked to develop the 
shady Peeps business plan. When they 
entered the plan in the Lundquist center 
for entrepreneurship’s Venture quest 
investment competition, they snagged 
valuable mentoring and advice along  
the way.

Reasoning that the fan base would 
follow the students, the company grew the 
product’s buzz by giving out free sunglasses 
in the stadium’s student section, as well 
as selling them in locations en route to the 
ducks’ home games.

Caleb iorg

Jesse Thomas
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sales took off. “The stanford game 
was unbelievable,” recalled iorg, now the 
company’s chief financial officer. “seeing 
fans on duckVision throughout the game 
with their shady Peeps was awesome.”

gazing ahead, the future looks rosy. 
as the official sponsor of the uo alumni 
association (uoaa) at the football team’s 
season opener in dallas this september, 
shady Peeps donated $5 to the uoaa 
for every pair of shades sold at the event. 
The company also now has contracts at 
twelve universities, with plans to double 
that number before year-end. and though 
most of their current customers are Pac-12 
schools, even fans in far-off south carolina 
and Louisiana can show their school spirit 
with the sporty specs.

You can watch an oregon Daily Emerald video 
about Shady Peeps at uolcb.co/qu09Jr, read an 
interview with Caleb iorg on uoBusinessBlogs 
at uolcb.co/rlhmHf, or buy a pair at the Duck 
Store at www.uoduckstore.com.
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More news Online
Wondering where the current cohorts of Oregon MBa candidates hail from and where they’ve 
had internships? Check our interactive map at uolcb.co/pHCfuv.

How airlines should handle plus-size passengers was the controversial topic tackled by 
undergraduate teams competing in the school’s first-ever ethics case competition this spring. 
View a video at uolcb.co/iUxcka.

Oregon MBa students took a break from studying to create a video celebrating all things 
bicycle. Hop on board at youtu.be/KZss3xxKXii.

UO President Richard W. lariviere was one of many men on campus sporting a swashbuckling 
mustache last november, when business students took the lead in organizing a men’s health 
awareness campaign. find out more at uolcb.co/p0hPem.

“Who is this guy?” was everyone’s question when first-year pro triathlete Jesse thomas, MBA 
’09, won the prestigious Avia Wildflower triathlon this spring. Catch up with Thomas at uolcb.
co/qYWJTz.

Undergraduates aiming for jobs in the financial world connected with representatives from 
twenty-one companies and learned from industry pros at the Careers in Banking and Wealth 
Management event this spring. see more at uolcb.co/ohmGCn.

The first-ever reception for the uo Accounting Alumni Network took place in the UO in Portland 
White stag Block in June. View the photos at uolcb.co/qyancT.

starting this fall, finance-minded MBa students have the opportunity to manage live money in 
emerging markets, via the school’s newly created Emerging Markets Equity Portfolio. Get details 
at uolcb.co/nexDnM.
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Lundquist College of Business flag flies at revamped 
executive education program in Portland.

The oregon business institute (obi), 
the uo Lundquist college of business’s 
revamped and reconfigured Portland portal, 
intends to solve both those problems.

obi is the keystone at the center of the 
Lundquist college’s drive to become the 
leading resource for executive education 
in the Portland and regional northwest 
market. a radical departure from traditional 
Mba-based programs, obi is working with 
Lundquist college faculty members to 
reorganize the twenty-six-year-old oregon 
executive Mba (oeMba) program into a 
modular structure emphasizing nondegree 
options, and is partnering with businesses to 
offer customized educational programming.

“We want the oregon business institute 
to become the preferred provider of 
executive education for the top leadership 
of companies in the Portland area, and 
eventually in the northwest,” said 
cornelis a. “Kees” de Kluyver, dean of the 
Lundquist college. “We want to serve all 
their executive education needs—degree, 
nondegree, and just-in-time.”

Deconstructing the Executive MBA
obi, in essence, strives to “deconstruct” 

the oeMba program into a menu of 
prepackaged course modules. a faculty task 
force is working to design a new curriculum 
with the intent to provide flexibility such 
that students can take one module or 
more, allowing executives to choose only 
the components they need. for instance, 
seasoned leaders who received their Mbas 
twenty years ago may want to gain new 
skills in business areas only emerging 
when they received their degrees, such as 
sustainable business practices. Regardless 
of their focus, all modules will adhere to 
accreditation standards established by the 
association to advance collegiate schools 
of business and seek to offer an experiential 
context, interdisciplinary design, and global 
experience. and new, proposed scheduling 
and e-learning options will make it easier to 
participate.

for students who want to earn an 
Mba, faculty members are also looking 
to develop a “business toolkit” of courses 
in such fundamentals as accounting, 
finance, marketing, law, management, 
and quantitative methods. combining 
three modules with the “business toolkit” 
would qualify for the advanced degree. 
consequently, executives could “stack” 
modules together to tailor a customized 
Mba for their needs.

in addition to the modular oeMba, 
obi will offer short courses, business labs, 
boot camps, and policy forums, available to 

Executive Branch
employers want targeted executive 

education solutions that meet their 
employees’ current knowledge needs. and 
they don’t want to lose employees to part-
time or extended education sabbaticals.

Working professionals want to go at their 
own pace and fashion a program that suits 
their needs. and they want to balance work 
and family life with courses offering flexible 
scheduling and distance-learning options.

200 sW Market street, home of the Oregon Business institute, the lundquist College of Business’s executive education 
program in Portland
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qualified executives, whether or not they’re 
enrolled in the program.

students will be recruited exclusively 
from the ranks of the so-called c-suite 
or prospective c-level executives (ceos, 
chief operations officers, corporate vice 
presidents, and so forth). initially, the 
program will tap the larger companies, but 
plans call for recruiting from small- and 
mid-sized companies and entrepreneurial 
ranks as well.

A Radical Departure
The proposed model represents a far-

reaching shift from traditional executive 
programs and is still under faculty 
consideration for approval, said Wes balda, 
who was named assistant dean for the 
college’s Portland programs and executive 
director of obi on June 15.

“The modular approach is on the leading 
edge nationally and is a radical departure 
from conventional executive Mba programs 
that field a cohort of students who move 
together through the program in one to two 
years,” balda said. “it combines oregon 
values with global reach.”

Module design would extend beyond 
individual students as well. balda and his 
staff are meeting with corporate leaders to 
discuss creating unique modules to suit 
their specific needs. These customized 
corporate plug-ins could be taken alone 
or as a step along the path to an Mba for 
a firm’s executives. That is, a proprietary 
corporate module could be one of the three 
modules an executive student chooses 
to combine with the “business toolkit” 
package, leading to the advanced degree.

The outlined changes have won support 
from numerous Portland-area business 
leaders, including the likes of Tim boyle, 
president and ceo of columbia sportswear 
company. “our executives are very 
busy people, and in my opinion, would 
benefit more from short, focused courses 
on leadership, finance, or supply chain 

Three to One
Since 1985, the OEMBA has been run cooperatively by the state’s three major 
academic institutions—the University of Oregon, as the degree-granting body, along 
with Portland State University (PSU) and Oregon State University (OSU). A review in 
January 2011, however, determined the program could function more effectively and 
better serve the needs of students and business if restructured to be managed by 
the University of Oregon alone.

By fall 2012, the updated OEMBA program will function fully as a modular program 
under the aegis of the Oregon Business Institute.

PSU and OSU opted out of the new program for strategic reasons. The parting was 
amicable, though, and both institutions will stay committed until the final cohort of 
executive MBA students under the previous model graduates in 2013.

“We’ve had a beneficial and productive relationship with PSU and OSU, and look 
forward to other engagement opportunities in the Portland marketplace,” noted Dean 
de Kluyver.

For more, see uolcb.co/three2one.

management as opposed to a full-blown 
Mba regimen,” he said.

Kurt R. Widmer, chairman of Widmer 
brothers brewing in Portland, agrees: “our 
employees are incredibly busy, but at the 
same time, we very much encourage them 
to further their training or education in any 
area relevant to their position. a solution 
that allows our employees to develop their 
knowledge without disrupting their work is 
a win-win for everybody.”

UO Business in PDX
With the revised approach to executive 

education and the Lundquist college’s 
renewed commitment to engaging Portland 
businesses, dean de Kluyver is convinced 
that obi will do more than tap a growing 
market. “it enlarges the market from degree-
seekers to knowledge-seekers,” he said. 
“We believe our proposed format has such 
unique advantages over our competitors  
that we have a real shot at writing our role 
in the market.”

between now and when obi’s new 
executive education model is proposed to 
take effect (see “Three to one” sidebar), 
balda and his team at 200 sW Market 
street in Portland will create a faculty 
roster, engage as partners with businesses 
in the northwest and beyond, and forge 
relationships with universities and 
companies abroad to support the global 
content of the program. The faculty will 
include uo professors and other highly 
qualified academics from around the world, 
as well as executives with an academic 
background who can teach from experience 
in particular fields.

eventually, de Kluyver would like to see 
obi host forums in which private, public, 
and nonprofit sectors can come together 
to discuss state business-related policy 
solutions. “i would like to see us associated 
with this open forum, a place where we 
can work out solutions in a constructive, 
academic environment,” he said.

de Kluyver has set out to re-envision 
how the Lundquist college serves the 
needs of business. he sees the obi as one 
testament to that new approach. and he 
senses optimism that now is a special 
moment in the history of the Lundquist 
college and the uo to seize the future.

“i’m very excited. i’ve found enormous 
support for the direction we’ve outlined. 
not just for the executive programs in 
Portland, but for other initiatives at the 
college, as well. These will help us to be 
seen as thought leaders with tremendous 
relevance to the oregon business 
community—partners for mutual benefit.”

“The modular approach is on the 
leading edge nationally and is a radical 
departure from conventional executive 
MBA programs that field a cohort of 
students who move together through the 
program in one to two years. It combines 
Oregon values with global reach.”
Wes BalDa, eXeCUTiVe DiReCTOR  
OReGOn BUsiness insTiTUTe

Wes Balda, assistant dean for Portland programs, at the 
OBi facility in Portland



John Rumin, senior financial analyst at  
intel Corporation: “the project was invaluable 
in granting me insight into one of the industry’s 
most prominent alternative energy resources.”

Whirlwind 
Experience

Wind power consulting project propels  
MBa graduates to new careers.



given the choice of several projects of 
key importance to Pge, the team chose 
to focus on utility wind integration, an 
emerging field dealing with the dual 
challenge of converting wind into electricity 
and then monetizing the resulting energy.

“our first major challenge was simply 
learning the terminology of the utility 
industry, specifically the details around 
power generation, energy markets, and 
transmission grid operations,” carlson said. 
a crash course on industry terminology 
followed, and soon the team members found 
themselves easily tossing around such 
technical phrases as “synchronous speed” 
and “doubly fed induction generator.”

next it was time to plunge into the 
project. The group’s first task was to analyze 
the prominent utility-scale wind integration 
studies conducted to date, both nationally 
and internationally.

“i think that what surprised me most 
about the experience is how nascent the 
wind energy field really is,” said Rumin. 
“going into the project, i was under the 
assumption that utilities would have a 
very good idea of how to conduct their 
wind integration studies. however, it 
turns out that such studies are still in their 
infancy, and so it was both challenging and 
interesting to be part of a project that helped 
to synthesize what had been conducted to 
date, as well as adding our group’s ideas as 
to what future studies should contain.”

With this accomplished, the group was 
able to identify areas of strategic importance 
that Pge could explore in its subsequent 
wind-study phases. Wrapping up the project, 
the Mbas used their findings to build a 
series of recommendations for the company.

Through all phases of the project, the 
group’s contacts at Pge were involved 
and supportive—as were other industry 
professionals. “having a client that was 
so engaged from the onset helped the 
process dramatically,” said carlson. “every 
interaction we had with the company was 
productive, and our contacts always went 
out of their way to help in our learning 
experience.”

getting a full blast of wind-power 
specifics was an undeniable plus for the 
soon-to-be graduates. but equally valuable 

was a less industry-specific lesson: the 
opportunity to see leadership in action. 
“What really blew me away,” noted Rumin, 
“was seeing Pge’s project manager, Ty 
bettis, manage his wind integration team, 
taking a diverse set of individuals from 
throughout the company and molding them 
into a single, high-functioning unit.”

after six months of hard work, it 
was time for the project’s grand finale: a 
presentation to the Pge top brass, including 
the company’s ceo Jim Piro. “The research 
performed by the uo team provided us 
valuable insights into best practices in wind 
integration,” said Lobdell, the vice president 
who became the group’s executive sponsor.

indeed, it’s not uncommon for our 
Mbas’ strategic Planning Projects to go 
well beyond the limits of the “for-school” 
mindset. “There is a real value proposition, 
based on marketable quality of work,” 
explained Tom osdoba, managing director 
for the college’s center for sustainable 
business Practices. “With the right support, 
these student teams can provide work 
that rivals what companies would pay 
consultants for.”

Greg Carlson, undergoing immersive employee training as a supply  
chain graduate at Vestas, a global leader in the wind industry: “the 
ability to speak strategically about the challenges and opportunities  
of wind power helped me land my dream job.”

“it is a win-win any time a company or organization can harness the energy and fresh ideas of the rising generation.”

t his past spring, four students 
in their final year of the oregon 
Mba program made a meaningful 

contribution to a leading-edge field in 
sustainable energy, through a consulting 
project for oregon’s largest public utility 
company.

The project shaped the career plans of 
each graduate—and for one participant, it 
led directly to his dream job.

brought together by a common interest 
in alternative energy—as well as through 
their affiliation with the college’s center for 
sustainable business Practices—Jaxon Love, 
Mba ’11; greg carlson, Mba ’11; John 
Rumin, Mba ’11; and hendrik Van hemert, 
Mba ’11 (not pictured), were looking for an 
industry partner for their strategic Planning 
Project (sPP), the two-term consulting 
project that typically serves as the capstone 
of the Mba experience.

Thanks to a connection Love made 
during his summer internship with Pacific 
gas and electric in san francisco, the team 
was able to initiate a conversation with Jim 
Lobdell, a uo alumnus who is currently vice 
president at Portland general electric (Pge).

“Jim was very receptive to our project 
request and was excited about our interest 
in the energy business,” carlson recalled.

“for us it is a win-win any time a 
company or organization can harness 
the energy and fresh ideas of the rising 
generation,” said Lobdell. “They bring a 
perspective and approach to the table that 
we wouldn’t have otherwise.”

Jaxon love, advising 
on sustainability and 
energy efficiency 
as an EDF Climate 
Corps Fellow at 
shorenstein Realty 
services, a national 
commercial real 
estate organization: 
“i interact daily with 
engineers, so the 
technical knowledge i 
gained from the wind 
integration study has 
been very useful.”
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in a world where salt, sugar, and fat have 
been repeatedly linked to obesity, waiting 
for children to begin school to learn how to 
make wise food choices is a poor decision, 
noted T. bettina cornwell, a professor of 
marketing at the uo Lundquist college of 
business. a child’s taste preferences begin 
at home and most often involve salt, sugar, 
and fat. and in a recent study, cornwell and 
her coauthor discovered that young kids 
learn quickly what brands deliver the goods.

in a study of preschoolers ages three to 
five, involving two separate experiments, 
cornwell and anna R. Mcalister, a 
consumer science researcher at the 
university of Wisconsin–Madison, found 
that salt, sugar, and fat are what kids most 
prefer—and that these children already 
could equate their taste preferences to 
brand-name fast-food and soda products. 
Their findings appeared online in 
January 2011 and subsequently in regular 
publication in the journal Appetite. The 
research was cited broadly in hundreds of 
international news stories from US News 
and World Report to The Los Angeles Times, 
and was a featured story on numerous blogs.

“our findings present a public policy 
message,” cornwell said. “if we want to 
pursue intervention, we probably need 
to start earlier.” Parents, she said, need to 
seriously consider the types of foods they 
expose their young children to at home and 
in restaurants. “Repeated exposure builds 
taste preferences.”

in the first experiment, sixty-seven 
children (thirty-one boys and thirty-six 
girls) and their mothers were recruited 
from preschool classes in a large city. The 
mothers completed a twenty-one-item 
survey to report on the taste preferences of 
their children. The children responded to 
the perceived tastiness of eleven natural and 
eleven flavor-added foods. The photos of the 
foods were presented without labeling or 
packaging. cornwell and Mcalister found 

strong agreement in that both parental and 
children’s perceptions matched: Parents 
noted the desire for foods high in sugar, 
fat, and salt, while their children showed 
preference for flavor-added foods, which 
contained these ingredients.

foods well within the preschoolers’ 
experience were presented in the 
experiment. natural foods included apples, 
bananas, plain milk, fruit salad, water,  
green beans, and tomatoes (strawberries  
and watermelon were the top picks). flavor-
added foods included such things as cheese 
puffs, corn chips, watermelon hard candy, 
banana soft candy, ketchup, colas, and 

Taste and Brand
a groundbreaking study by Professor  
T. Bettina Cornwell and her coauthor 
suggests a connection between fast food 
brand knowledge and obesity.

chocolate milk (strawberry ice cream and 
jellybeans scored the highest).

The second experiment explored 
the association of preschoolers’ palate 
preferences to their emerging awareness of 
brands of fast foods and sugar-sweetened 
beverages. Participating were 108 children 
(fifty-four boys, fifty-four girls) from five 
urban preschools. each child was shown 
thirty-six randomly sorted cards—twelve 
related to each of two popular fast-food 
chains, six to each of the two leading cola 
companies and six depicting irrelevant 
products. all children were able to correctly 
place some of the product cards with the 
correct companies, indicating their differing 
levels of brand recognition.

The results, cornwell and Mcalister 
wrote, “suggest that fast food and 
soda brand knowledge is linked to the 
development of a preference for sugar, fat, 
and salt in food.” The relationships, they 
added, appeared to reflect the children’s 
emotional experiences in a way that says 
the brand-named products deliver their 
developed taste preferences.

it may well be, cornwell said, that when 
parents repeatedly serve certain foods, their 

children acquire a taste for 
them and soon recognize 
what brands deliver that 
taste. earlier research has 
shown that children given 
red peppers on ten different 
occasions will acquire a 
taste for red peppers and 
that logic extends to other 
foods. children served 
french fries will, in turn, 
develop a preference for 
french fries.

The take-away is that 
fighting childhood obesity 
should begin at home. first, 
families should focus on 
reducing the consumption 
of low-nutrient “junk” 
foods and replacing them 
with increased servings 
of healthy foods. such an 
approach, cornwell and 
Mcalister noted in their 
conclusion, moves away 
from issues of weight and 
dieting—instead targeting 
the development of taste 
preferences.



The Teachers’ Teacher
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BesT Of Class

a row of coke cans from around the 
world sits on a bookshelf in Mike dore’s 
office. he didn’t ask for these examples of 
global marketing—students inspired by his 
lecture on new coke just started bringing 
them.

Marketing instructor Mike Dore raises the bar for 
students and professors alike.

Like the framed teaching awards on the 
adjoining wall, the can collection is too big 
to be shown in its entirety. The two displays 
reflect different sides of dore’s considerable 
teaching expertise.

“i think we learn better if we’re enjoying 
learning,” he explained. “Part of my goal is 
to make class enjoyable. not just to make 
it fun, but to actually make it a learning 
process.”

now in his sixteenth year at the 
Lundquist college of business, dore 
continues to inspire. best known as the 
man behind the core course in marketing 
management, the former san diego 
surfer was featured in a 2007 Bloomberg 
Businessweek article as one of the top 
twenty professors in the country and 

is a three-time winner of the college’s 
Most influential faculty award, a four-
time winner of the outstanding Teacher 
award, and the recipient of numerous 
other teaching accolades. dore has a strong 
following among students, who admire  
both the relevancy of the material he teaches 
and the demanding nature of his courses. 
and they appreciate that they can call him 
at home.

“he’s absolutely a tough teacher, but 
everyone i know who takes his class puts in 
a lot of effort because they want to do really 
well,” said Ryan Janoff, a recent Lundquist 
college graduate who took two courses with 
dore. “he’s so real and genuine; he’s almost 
like a friend.”

before coming to oregon, dore worked 
in marketing for carnation, cofounded a 
Los angeles advertising agency, and racked 
up teaching awards at the university of 
southern california. he followed his 
wife Molly, a now-retired oregon state 
university researcher, to oregon. The 
couple live in a house they built themselves 
on a forty-three-acre spread in cottage 
grove.

Wendy Mitchell, assistant dean of 
undergraduate programs, said the college is 
“extremely fortunate” to have dore, and not 
just because he’s won so many awards.

“he has a marvelous blend of empathy 
and sympathy for students, and a 
willingness to also deliver a swift kick in 
the rear to students and tell them to ‘grow 
up,’” she explained.

Toughness, humor, humility, and 
accessibility are all a part of the mix for 
dore who teaches “by example, story, and 
video,” bringing dVds, industry news, and 
his ever-popular super bowl commercial 
highlight reel into a classroom full of 
visually minded students.

increasingly, dore has been focused 
on teaching teachers as well as students. 
he partnered with the uo Teaching 
effectiveness Program, and he’s been sought 
out by Phd students for help with their 
teaching.

dore’s interest in improving teaching is 
driven by one primary concern, said diane 
del guercio, head of the finance department 
and former head of the Phd program.

“Mike is motivated to help others be 
better teachers,” she said, “because he cares 
deeply about the learning experience of 
students—not just in his own classes, but  
in all business classes.”

“i think we learn better if 
we’re enjoying learning.  
Part of my goal is to make 
class enjoyable.”
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CenTeR sPOTliGHT

a keynote speech from eugene’s 
Mayor Kitty Piercy kicked off the 
festivities at the society for consumer 
Psychology’s 2011 Conference on 
Environmental Sustainability in May 
2011. cosponsored by the center 
and hosted by marketing department 
head Lynn Kahle, the event brought 
consumer psychology experts from 
all over the world to the Lillis 
business complex to share insights 
on greenwashing, persuasion tactics, 
end-of-product-life, and more.  
Read more online: uolcb.co/pZyzaA.

named a 2011 Pivotal Leader for his 
work in the northwest’s cleantech sector 
and quoted in Preservation magazine 
on economies of scale in a small town’s 
big use of geothermal energy—it’s been 
a busy year for the center’s managing 
director tom osdoba. along the way, 
osdoba found time to pen an informative 
piece about energy policy for Sustainable 
Business Oregon. Read the article:  
uolcb.co/osdoba-sbo.

CenTeR fOR sUsTainaBle BUsiness PRaCTiCes

collaboration was the name of the game 
when Mba students from the sustainability 
track worked with master’s candidates 
from the uo’s architecture and landscape 
architecture programs to compete in the 
urban Land institute-gerald D. Hines urban 
Design Competition. “The Mbas wanted to 
really crunch the numbers before putting 
pencil to paper,” said Mba candidate andy 
fenstermacher. “at times this clashed with 
design students, who were definitely more 
eager to start drawing.” differences resolved, 

“greening the Path to Recovery”—that was the theme of 
this year’s green Business Symposium. The law and business 
student-run event, held in april at the uo in Portland’s White 
stag block, drew dozens of businesses and professionals from 
around the region and provided a proving ground in prep for 
the national 2011 Net impact Conference on october 27–29, 2011, 
which the center is cosponsoring and its students are helping  
to organize.

follow the center on facebook and Twitter:  
uolcb.co/csbpfacebook and twitter.com/oregongreenMBA.

the team saw success when they received 
honorable mention for comprehensive 
Thinking about the Water cycle for their 
examination of how a seattle site could 
capitalize on its new light rail station.
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Jeffrey B. DeBoer is the new managing 
director of the finance and securities 
analysis center. he replaced interim 
director beth hjelm, who has returned 
to full-time teaching duties as a senior 
instructor. deboer brings a wide range of 
experience to his new position. See page 5.

ceos who fly private planes for a hobby 
bring their daredevil ways to the companies 
they head, according to a new study by 
uo finance professor Stephen McKeon, who 
joined the Lundquist college faculty 
this summer. in a study coauthored with 
Matthew d. cain, university of notre dame, 
McKeon determined that ceos who fly 
on the side take on more debt, make more 
acquisitions, and produce greater stock 
return volatility. This isn’t necessarily a bad 
thing, since the thrill-seeking ceos “tend to 
be effective leaders,” according to McKeon. 
Learn more: uolcb.co/riskybiz.

Two Mba candidates from the finance 
and securities analysis center track were 
pleasantly surprised to find their innovative 
funding plan for water infrastructure cited 
in Bloomberg Businessweek, Forbes, and 
other publications last spring. The proposal 

was the students’ final project for a new 
course in impact investing, an up-and-
coming strategy that finds ways to generate 
healthy returns while helping solve social 

finanCe anD seCURiTies analYsis CenTeR

Founder and CEo of Mazama Capital Management Ron sauer, a Lundquist college board of advisors member, went back to school in winter 
term 2011 to teach a course on portfolio management analysis to undergraduate- and Mba-level finance students. What inspired sauer 
to leave his company’s Portland headquarters for the business school’s eugene campus? The students. “They’re like wet sponges,” said 
sauer. “They’re very knowledgeable and very passionate about what we’re talking about.” hear from sauer and his students:  
uolcb.co/oDliot.

and environmental issues. guest instructor 
and industry expert dave chen, a principal 
at the equilibrium capital group, led the 
course. get details: uolcb.co/o9xMEu.

Richard Reynolds, Liam bain, and Ryan bennett (shown left to right)—three undergraduate 
finance students took first place in the oregon round of the CFA institute global investment 
Research Challenge—and won the chance to compete in the competition’s international finals 
in omaha, nebraska.
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CenTeR sPOTliGHT

a grand total 
of eight teams of 
undergraduate 
business majors and 
minors competed 
in the center’s 
annual venture 
quest business 
plan competition 
in June. Venture 
concepts included 
a social networking 
site connecting high 
school students 
with college 
recruiters and a 
music-sharing website promoting unsigned 
musicians. blue dog Mead won the business 
major category for its honey-based beverage, 
marketed as an alternative to beer or wine. 
in the minor category, the winner was 
Liga Profesional Mexicana de football 
americano, a league for american-style 
football to be played in Mexico.

lUnDqUisT CenTeR fOR enTRePReneURsHiP

still on a roll, Swing Mobility Aids, winner of last year’s undergraduate Venture quest, 
is the brainchild of business major Lindsey swing and her sister sydney (a uo grad), 
swing Mobility aids is a line of souped-up walkers geared to disabled youths and 
adults, as well as active seniors. The sisters shipped their first order last winter—and 
Lindsey hasn’t even graduated—and a special uo duck walker will be available at  
The duck store starting in october 2011. The future looks bright for the entrepreneurial 
duo: “We think there are going to be a lot of changes in this industry, because people 
are going to have to adapt to keep up with us,” said sydney. find out more:  
uolcb.co/nv8Sjc.

Amazon, Cascade Designs, Microsoft, and valve were among the companies that first-year Mba 
students met with on the center’s annual seattle trip. as always, the students planned the trip 
and set up all the meetings themselves. from start to finish, the experience was eye-opening 
and empowering. “it showed all of us that all it takes to start reaching out to companies to 
develop a network or pursue an internship is a phone call,” recalled brian oehler, Mba ’12. 
Learn more: uolcb.co/nftsvn.

Did You See? 
The Register-Guard’s “Young 

Entrepreneurs” article highlighted three 
Mbas and our center’s role in their 
journey: uolcb.co/oPZv3z.

eugene startup Floragenex—
launched via the center—kicked 
off 2011 by landing a major new 
investment: uolcb.co/niPJRr.

fresh off the Venture Launch 
Pathway program, doug anderson 
and Paul clark (both Mba ’11) 
teamed with uo architecture 
professor ihab elzeyadi and landed a 
spot in the Cleantech open semifinals 
on the strength of their business plan 
for elzeyadi’s innovative solarstream 
awning: uolcb.co/pdpfYw.

follow the center on facebook 
and Twitter: www.facebook.com/
uoEntrepreneurship and twitter.com/
uoregonLCE.
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a grand new annual tradition began 
this March: the Jim Warsaw and Annalee 
thurston award, created to recognize 
individuals—male or female—who have 
created and advanced opportunities for 
women in the business of sports. The 
award’s first recipient was stacey allaster, 
chairwoman and ceo of the Women’s 
Tennis association, who was honored at a 
dinner gala during the bnP Paribas open 
in southern california. event proceeds 
strengthen the endowment of the Warsaw-
Thurston Women in sports business 
scholarship. discover more about the  
event and watch a video: uolcb.co/pwmP8i.

“The new York trip was amazing!” said 
Kelsey Philpott, Mba ’11. once again, 
second-year Mba candidates embarked 
on a whirlwind trip to the east coast 
where—thanks to the strength of the center’s 
network—they connected with high-level 
executives from the nhL, nba, esPn, and 
bloomberg sports, among others. “We met 
five of the twenty most influential people in 
sports,” said david bruce, Mba ’12. “That 
in itself is unbelievable.” Watch the video:  
uolcb.co/nytrip2011.

What convinced five-star linebacker 
Anthony Wallace to commit to the ducks last 
fall? The strength of our sports business 
program. “My parents love the idea that i’m 
picking a school for books and not just for 
football,” said the six-foot, 220-pound athlete.

a leading authority on sponsorship 
and sports marketing, the center’s research 
director t. Bettina Cornwell was an invited 
guest at the arabian sponsorship forum 
2010 in abu dhabi, united arab emirates, 

WaRsaW sPORTs MaRKeTinG CenTeR

Lights. camera. action. undergraduate Warsaw sports business club students 
continued the tradition of crewing for ESPN College game behind the scenes during the 
oregon vs. stanford football game in october 2010. and in June 2011, Warsaw Mba 
students again partnered to provide in-depth financial analysis for ESPN: the Magazine’s 
ultimate standings, which ranks professional sports franchises based on the money 
and emotion that fans invest in them.

stacey allaster and Billie Jean King attended the Jim 
Warsaw and annalee Thurston award Gala. last december. cornwell served on the panel 

of judges doling out awards for the region’s 
best sponsorship practices and also hosted  
a workshop for more than 150 students.

The art and science of finding just the 
right athlete to represent a brand was the 
theme of april’s Women in Sports Business 
Symposium. nike’s Kristin harrer, Mba ’08, 
moderated the panel, which was held at the 
uo White stag block in Portland. now in its 
fifteenth year, the symposium is organized 
and managed by a group of female and male 
students from the Warsaw center.

With only twenty-four hours to prepare 
a twenty-minute presentation on the future 

of Louisville’s Muhammad ali center, teams 
vying for the 2011 National Sports Foundation 
Case Cup had to move fast. The four Mba 
students representing the Warsaw center 
were up to the challenge and advanced to 
the finals after besting a pool that included 
the university of central florida, university 
of south carolina, and george Washington 
university. Though the university of 
Louisville took the top prize, the uo 
team landed second place out of the ten 
competing schools.

follow the center on facebook and 
Twitter: uolcb.co/warsawfacebook and  
twitter.com/uoWarsawCenter.

undergraduate and Mba students 
gained a panoramic view of sports 
business in china thanks to an event 
organized by the Warsaw sports business 
club. Participants in the global Sports 
Business Symposium traveled to Portland 
where they toured the Pearl district 
headquarters of Li ning sports usa, 
enjoyed a chinese lunch, and heard 
from industry experts from adidas, 
octagonasia, and oneasia.



family Ties
Young alumni come together to steer family 
business through turbulent times.

When andrew colas graduated from 
the Lundquist college of business 

in 2004, he felt ready to join his family’s 
Portland-based construction business. 
nearly every class and project at the college 
had provided some skill or knowledge he 
would employ on the job. and the people 
he most cared about would be with him all 
the way.

his sister, aneshka colas-dickson 
’00, had become vice president and chief 
financial officer. Their cousin, Marc-daniel 
domond ’03, worked as executive project 
manager. Their father, hermann colas, 
Jr.—the head of the business—was ready 
to groom andrew to eventually become 
president and chief operating officer. 
(aneshka could have assumed that role but 
chose her position to allow more time with 
her husband to raise their three children.)

but there is no teacher like life. five 
years after andrew became the third young 
member of the executive team, the family 
stared into the eyes of that severest of all 
teachers: failure. The general contracting 
firm was nearly leveled by the collapse of 
the real estate and building markets in 2009 
and 2010. but the lessons learned in that 
ordeal—along with the business foundation 
they gained at the Lundquist college—have 
enabled them to bring the company back to 
its feet. Today, the company is once again 
poised to grow.

aneshka and andrew knew from an 
early age they would work with their father. 
born the eldest son of eight children in 
haiti in 1948, hermann left the country for 
political reasons but kept alive his father’s 
entrepreneurial spirit. hermann dreamed 
of building a family business that he could 
pass on to his children. he began purchasing, 
renovating, and managing Portland rental 
properties in the 1980s, often bringing young 
andrew with him as an apprentice. he 
encouraged aneshka to assume leadership 
roles and pursue a degree in accounting.

aneshka enrolled at the uo business 
college the same year their father founded 
his own general contracting company. Then, 
as aneshka was completing her five-year 
accounting and business administration 
major, andrew started as a freshman.

Preparing to join the family business 
motivated them to get the most from 
their education. The accounting program 
thoroughly prepared aneshka to assume her 
executive financial role. a cross-cultural 
business class helped andrew as a young 
executive manage much older employees, 
clients, and contractors. Management 
classes taught him how to adapt his 
leadership style to different personalities. 
business law classes enabled both brother 
and sister to navigate litigation. an 
accelerated spreadsheet class continues 
to help him build business systems. “The 
knowledge i gained from my education has 
impacted me in every decision i’ve made in 
this business,” andrew says.

“overall, the business college opens 
your mind to those critical thinking skills,” 
aneshka says. “it prepares you for real-life 
situations. it doesn’t just give formulas, but 
skills to apply in many situations.”

Those skills were never in more demand 
than during the recession. a residential 
project in which they were developers and 
builders—one that andrew had personally 
championed—teetered on the edge of 
default. brother and sister finally convinced 
their father that they had to sell at what the 
market could support, and this meant huge 
losses to his personal finances.
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Yet letting go of the development 
proved a Pyrrhic victory. cash flow still 
was insufficient to keep the lights on. “our 
father asked us, ‘do you want to close down 
the company or keep it going?’” andrew 
recalls. shuttering the business would mean 
more than just the end of their jobs. it would 
mean cutting a lifeline to subcontractors, 
many of them small minority business 
owners like them. Worse, it would end their 
father’s dream.

doing projections, aneshka and andrew 
saw a way forward, but at great personal 
sacrifice. They halved their paychecks; 
their father stopped drawing a salary 
altogether. They cut their overhead and sold 
equipment. They laid off most of their staff, 
adding to their workload. hermann tapped 
his retirement savings for a business loan.

faith in the business and themselves 
sustained them. “all the work, money 
and energy we’d put into this, the lessons 
we’d learned, couldn’t just be for nothing,” 
aneshka says. “We didn’t want to lose 
this whole culture we’d created. it was 
motivation for us to find another way and 
keep going.”

now they are beginning to see their 
decisions pay off. business is picking up. 
They are rehiring laid-off employees. They’re 
once again working toward their ultimate 
goal of growing the firm so that they can have 
a substantial impact in their community.

Running a family business is not for 
everyone. but its rewards are unlike any the 
young Lundquist college alumni hear about 
from friends at larger companies. “You get 
to see your hard work pay off. and you get 
to share that with the people you love the 
most,” aneshka says.

in september 2010, colas construction 
received the construction service award 
of the Year during the Minority enterprise 
development Week luncheon in Portland. 
The award recognized the company’s efforts 
to contract with diverse suppliers and 
apply diversity strategies in its workplace. 
everyone from the company, including their 
father and mother, shared a table to watch 
andrew accept the award.

“To see the happiness on the faces 
of every person at that table, to be 
acknowledged by our peers for our hard 
work and service, that was rewarding,” he 
says. “There was not a person without a tear 
of joy in their eye. When i talked about the 
sacrifices made by our parents, they knew 
exactly what that meant.” 

aneshka Colas-Dickson (left) and andrew Colas (right) with 
their father Hermann Colas
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Opposite page: aneshka (center), the youngest person ever named to the Portland Development Commission, with her brother andrew (right) and cousin Marc-Daniel Domond (left)
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Rosemarie Ziedonis was elected to the 
business Policy and strategy executive 
committee of the national academy of 
Management and findings from her research 
on “startups as suppliers of Patents” were 
featured in a March 2011 federal Trade 
commission report titled “The evolving iP 
Marketplace: aligning Patent notice and 
Remedies with competition.”

associate professor of marketing Joan 
Giese will assume the responsibilities of 
assistant dean in charge of the college’s 
undergraduate programs as of January 1, 
2012, replacing the retiring Wendy Mitchell. 
giese will also continue to serve as the 
director of the new business Research 
institute (see page 5).

anne Parmigiani and Jennifer Howard-
Grenville were both promoted to associate 
professors of management with indefinite 
tenure as of september 2011. howard-
grenville also received the best Reviewer 
award for 2011 from the Academy of 
Management Journal and an extraordinary 
service award from Organization Science.

Michael V. Russo, Lundquist Professor 
of sustainable Management, won a 2011 
silver nautilus book award for Companies 
on a Mission: Entrepreneurial Strategies 
for Growing Sustainably, Responsibly, and 
Profitably. nPR interviewed Russo about 
the book and Oregon Quarterly printed an 
excerpt in its fall 2010 issue. Russo also 
received an honorable mention for the 

intellectual leaders
an integral part of the University of Oregon’s position as an 
elite association of american Universities research institution 
(only thirty-four public universities are afforded such status), 
lundquist College of Business faculty members are intellectual 
leaders, developing and disseminating knowledge necessary  
to anticipate and capitalize on the challenges of the future.  
The following are some of their recent accomplishments.

Page Prize, a university of south carolina 
award recognizing scholars worldwide that 
advance sustainable business education, 
and was a visiting research professor at 
bocconi university in italy in spring 2011.

assistant professors of finance Charles 
Gaa and sith Chaisurote were awarded 
financial support from the John and emiko 
Kageyama endowment fund for their 
research on whether local investors learn 
from foreign fund flows.

David Guenther, scharpf Professor 
of accounting, received the Lundquist 
college of business 2011 goulet Research 
excellence award and was also honored 
with the 2011 Master of accounting 
outstanding faculty award. he is spending 
fall 2011 on sabbatical leave at oxford 
university, conducting research on 
accounting for sustainability.

nagesh Murthy, associate professor of 
decision sciences, received the harry R. 
Jacobs, Jr. Professional service award for 

his contributions advancing the college’s 
connections to the business community. The 
Production and operations Management 
society also appointed Murthy as its vice 
president for meetings through 2014.

associate professor of finance Diane Del 
Guercio received the finance and securities 
analysis center’s summer Research 
funding award.

accounting professor steve Matsunaga 
was named the charles e. Johnson 
Professor of accounting in recognition of 
his leadership among faculty members and 
students and in the accounting community.

The american Marketing association 
honored ehrman giustina Professor of 
Marketing lynn Kahle with the 2011 sports 
Marketing Lifetime achievement award 
for his distinguished career contributions 
to the scientific understanding of the sports 
business. Kahle joins fellow faculty member 
t. Bettina Cornwell, who received the 
honor in 2009.

in recognition of his contributions to 
advancing the economic vitality of the state, 
the reputation of the college, and the lives of 
students, the college honored instructor of 
entrepreneurship Donald upson as the 2011 
Thomas c. stewart distinguished Professor.

senior instructor of accounting Michele 
Henney was named vice chair of the oregon 
society of cPas and has been appointed 
vice president of the board for nextstep 
Recycling.

after more than ten years as associate 
dean of the Lundquist college of business 
and twenty-nine years as an accounting 
professor, Ray King retired from the 
university of oregon last spring.
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The college named Michael Pangburn, 
associate professor of decision sciences, the 
Thomas e. Wildish distinguished Research 
scholar.

senior instructor of management Beth 
Hjelm earned the dean’s college service 
award for her role as interim director of 
the finance and securities analysis center. 
she was also honored with a James e. 
Reinmuth Mba Teaching excellence award 
(Mba core) by students. hjelm, along with 
Whitney Wagoner (marketing), Jennifer 
Ellis (finance), and ali Emami (finance), 
received promotions to senior instructor.

bac Teaching awards were bestowed 
on donald a. Tykeson senior instructor 
Dave Dusseau (fall 2010) and instructor of 
marketing Mike Dore (winter 2011). dore 
was also honored with a Most influential 
faculty award.

Mba students recognized assistant 
professor of management andrew nelson 
with the 2011 James e. Reinmuth Mba 
Teaching excellence award (Mba elective).

dean Cornelis “Kees” de Kluyver 
joined the supervisory board of nyenrode 
business universiteit in The netherlands.

Professor of business Philip Romero 
coauthored an op-ed piece that appeared in 
The Register-Guard in June 2011, discussing 
the end of the federal Reserve’s second 
quantitative easing program (qe2).

Jeanne Coe, director of student 
services; Jen Jones, information services; 
and Julia Riley, undergraduate programs, 
received end-of-school-year honors for their 
outstanding service to the college’s students 
and faculty members.

andrew Verner is transitioning from 
his current position as assistant dean of 
graduate programs to become director of 
the Phd Program, where he will lead the 
development of new policies aimed at 
strengthening our doctoral degree offerings. 
after January 1, 2012, he will also serve as 
the college’s coordinator for global course 
development in partnership with the uo 
college of arts and sciences faculty at both 
the undergraduate and Mba levels.

The college welcomed Katie Rohrer 
as senior director of development on June 
15. Rohrer is the new lead for all college 
fundraising efforts in the office of external 
Relations (see page 33).

Betsy Richanbach joined the college as 
director of corporate relations, and will be 
responsible for managing The century club 
program (see page 37) and for strengthening 
partnerships between the college and 
leading corporations.

The college has named Wes Balda as 
assistant dean for Portland programs and 
executive director of the oregon business 
institute, the umbrella organization for 
the oregon executive Mba (see page 10). 
Erika Foin remains executive director of the 
oregon executive Mba program.

Ronianita (Ronnie) Casanova has 
joined the college’s career services 
staff as assistant director for employer 
development. based in Portland, casanova 
is increasing visibility of programs and 
students among prospective employers.

To enhance fundraising efforts in 
Portland, tara McMahon has relocated 
to the college’s oregon business institute 
facility, where she continues to serve as a 
director of development for the college.

RESEARCH

Cil, Eren, f. Karaesmen, and e.L. ormeci. 
“dynamic Pricing and scheduling in a 
Multi-class single-server queuing system,” 
Queuing Systems: Theory and Application 
67 (2011).

Cornwell, t. Bettina, a. R. Mcalister, 
and e. K. cornain. “collectible Toys and 
decision to share: i Will gift You one 
to expand My set,” British Journal of 
Developmental Psychology 29 (2011)

Cornwell, t. Bettina, a. spry, and R. 
Pappu. “celebrity endorsement, brand 
credibility, and brand equity,” European 
Journal of Marketing 45 (2011).

Cornwell, t. Bettina, and a. R. 
Mcalister. “alternative Thinking about 
starting Points of obesity: development of 
child Taste Preference,” Appetite 56 (2011).

Cornwell, t. Bettina, M. chien, and R. 
Pappu. “sponsorship Portfolio as brand 

Welcome,  
new faculty
John a. Davis
Instructor of 
Marketing
From: S P 
Jain center of 
Management  
(former dean)
Degree: MBA, 
columbia University
Teaching and 
Research Interests: Brand strategy, 
marketing strategy, corporate sponsorship, 
Olympics, sports marketing, sales 
management, and leadership.

seungmin Chee
Assistant Professor  
of Accounting
Degree: PhD, 
University of 
california, Berkeley
Teaching and 
Research Interests: 
compensation, 
earnings 
management, and disclosure policy.

ted Helvoigt
Instructor of 
Decision Sciences
Degree: PhD, 
Oregon State 
University
Teaching and 
Research Interests: 
Statistics and 
natural resources, 
energy, and healthcare economics.

stephen McKeon
Assistant Professor  
of Finance
Degree: PhD, 
Purdue University
Teaching and 
Research Interests: 
corporate 
finance, corporate 
governance, capital 
structure and executive risk-taking.

tina starr
Instructor of 
Management
From: University of 
nottingham (United 
Kingdom)
Degree: PhD, 
University of 
nottingham
Teaching and 
Research Interests:  
cross-cultural management, human 
resource management, international 
organizations, organizational management.
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image creation strategy,” Journal of 
Business Research 64 (2011).

Cornwell, t. Bettina, M. s. humphreys, 
a. R. Mcalister, s. J. Kelly, e. a. quinn, and 
K. L. Murray. “sponsorship, ambushing and 
counter-strategy: effects upon Memory for 
sponsor and event,” Journal of Experimental 
Psychology: Applied 16 (2010).

de Kluyver, Cornelis a. “Kees,” and J. 
a Pearce. strategy: a View from the Top, 
4th ed. upper saddle River, new Jersey: 
Prentice hall (2011).

Howard-Grenville, Jennifer, K. golden-
biddle, J. irwin, and J. Mao. “Liminality as 
a cultural Process for cultural change,” 
Organization Science 22 (2011).

Hu, Xuesong, M. L. defond, M. hung, 
and s. Li. “The impact of Mandatory ifRs 
adoption on foreign Mutual fund ownership: 
The Role of comparability,” Journal of 
Accounting and Economics 51 (2011).

Madrigal, Robert, W. s. desarbo, 
and R. fox. “examining the behavioral 
Manifestations of fan avidity in sports 
Marketing,” Journal of Modeling in 
Management 6 (2011).

Matsunaga, steve, a. gore, and P.e. 
Yeung. “The Role of Technical expertise 
in firm governance structure: evidence 
from chief financial officer contractual 
incentives,” Strategic Management Journal 
32 (2011).

McKeon, stephen, J. J. Mcconnell, 
and W. Xu. “corporate governance 
and ownership structure,” Corporate 
Governance, edited by h. K. baker and R. 
anderson. hoboken, new Jersey: John Wiley 
& sons (2010).

Parmigiani, anne, a. Kriauciunas, and 
M. Rivera-santos. “Leaving our comfort 
zone: integrating established Practices with 
unique adaptations to conduct survey-
based Research in nontraditional contexts,” 
Strategic Management Journal 32 (2011).

Parmigiani, anne, and Jennifer Howard-
Grenville. “Routines Revisited: exploring 
the capabilities and Practice Perspectives,” 
The Academy of Management Annals 5 
(2011).

Parmigiani, anne, and M. Rivera-
santos. “clearing a Path through the forest: 
a Meta-Review of interorganizational 
Relationships,” Journal of Management 37 
(2011).

Parmigiani, anne, and s. holloway. 
“actions speak Louder than Modes: 
antecedents and implications of Parent 
implementation capabilities on business 

unit Performance,” Strategic Management 
Journal 32 (2011).

Parmigiani, anne, R. Klassen, and 
Michael V. Russo. “efficiency Meets 
Responsibility: configuring an accountable 
and Responsible supply chain,” Journal of 
Operations Management 29 (2011).

Parmigiani, anne, and s. holloway. 
“When collaboration Trumps Rivalry: 
examining organizational forms in the 
construction industry.” Academy of 
Management Best Paper Proceedings (2011).

starbuck, William. “human Reactions 
to Rare events: bridging the gaps between 
Microscopic and Macroscopic Perspectives,” 
Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia 
Oeconomiae Negotiorum 52, (2011).

starbuck, William. “What Makes a Paper 
influential and frequently cited?” Journal 
of Management Studies 47 (2010).

starbuck, William, a. schwab, e. 
abrahamson, and f. fidler. “Researchers 
should Make Thoughtful assessments 
instead of null-hypothesis significance 
Tests,” Organization Science 22 (2011).

starbuck, William, and alan D. Meyer. 
“interactions among Technological 
innovation, entrepreneurship, organizing, 
and sustainability,” Technological, 
Managerial and Organizational Core 
Competencies: Dynamic Innovation and 
Sustainable Development, edited by f. s. 
nobre, d. s. Walker, and R. J. harris. new 
York, new York: igi global (2011).

Ziedonis, arvids a., and M. J. Leiblein, 
eds. Technology Strategy and Innovation 
Management, series on strategic Management, 
edited by stephen hallman. northampton, 
Massachusetts: edward elgar (2011).

Ziedonis, Rosemarie, and d. benson. 
“corporate Venture capital and the Returns 
to acquiring Portfolio companies,” Journal 
of Financial Economics 98 (2010).

PRESENtAtioNS
tolga aydinliyim presented 

“subcontracting in the Presence of 
Transactional and contractual customers,” 
“discount Pricing to invoke eco-friendly 
consumption,” and “coordination issues 

for the Timely Processing of outsourced 
operations” at the Production and 
operations Management society annual 
conference, Reno, nevada, May 2011; and 
“Time sensitive capacity allocation issues 
in subcontracting” at the institute for 
operations Research and the Management 
sciences annual conference, austin, Texas, 
november 2010.

sith Chaisurote presented “do Local 
investors Learn from foreign fund flows?” 
at chulalongkorn university, september 
2011.

Eren Cil presented “Large scale service 
Marketplaces: The Role of the Moderating 
firm” at the Manufacturing and service 
operations Management society annual 
Meeting, ann arbor, Michigan, June 2011; 
and “a service Marketplace with Multiple 
classes and Multiple skilled agents” at 
the institute for operations Research and 
the Management sciences annual Meeting, 
austin, Texas, november 2010.

t. Bettina Cornwell presented 
“Preschool children’s Preference for 
energy-dense, branded foods: an 
unsustainable Trajectory” (coauthored 
with a. R. Mcalister) at the advertising 
and consumer Psychology conference, 
eugene, oregon, May 2011; “sponsorship-
Linked Marketing Research: a Review” 
(coauthored with Y. Kwon) at the american 
Marketing association Winter educator’s 
conference, austin, Texas, february 2011; 
and “examination of affective Responses to 
sponsorship Linked Marketing” (coauthored 
with ottmar Lipp) at brand camp, 
obergurgl, austria, february 2011.

Diane Del Guercio presented “an 
analysis of the Price and Liquidity effects of 
illegal insider Trading” at York university, 
Toronto, ontario, canada, april 2011, and at 
the Pacific northwest finance conference, 
seattle, Washington, november 2010.

David Guenther presented “What do We 
Learn from Large book-Tax differences?” 
at the university of north carolina Tax 
symposium, chapel hill, north carolina, 
January 2011, and at the university of Texas 
at austin, november 2010.
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Jennifer Howard-Grenville presented 
“not all artifacts are created equal: 
Malleability and embeddedness of artifacts 
in Routines” at the egos colloquia, 
gothenburg, sweden, July 2011; and 
“The evolution of facilitated industrial 
symbiosis” (coauthored with R. Paquin) 
at the international society for industrial 
ecology conference. berkeley, california, 
June 2011.

lan Jiang presented “seeing 
smiles: consumers’ adoption of 
anthropomorphized new Products” at the 
annual conference of china Marketing 
science, guangzhou, china, august 2011, 
and at invited talks at beijing university 
and fudan university, august 2011.

lynn Kahle presented “The Psychology 
of nascaR’s signage Moving at 175 
MPh: ubiquitous decals” (coauthored 
with Eda Gurel-atay) at the american 
Marketing association summer Marketing 
educators’ conference, august 2011; “The 
influence of Regular sports Participation 
on consumer Psychology” (coauthored 
with steven andrews and Catherine 
armstrong-soule) and “Tweeting birds: 
an aviary Lifestyle segmentation strategy 
for social Media” (coauthored with Eda 
Gurel-atay, J. Yu, and K. Ring) at the 
academy of Marketing science World 
Marketing congress, Reims, france, July 
2011; “sustainable Marketing and Value 
segmentation” (coauthored with Eda 
Gurel-atay) at the conference on Persuasion 
Technology and design, columbus, ohio, 
June 2011; “sustainable Marketing and the 
emerging green economy: implications 
for communications” (coauthored with 
Eda Gurel-atay) and “consequences 
of Legislating Packaging behavior: 
germany’s green dot Program and What it 
communicates” (coauthored with L. Jones 
and s. owen) at the society for consumer 
Psychology conference on advertising and 
consumer Psychology, eugene, oregon, May 
2011; “constancy and change in Leisure 
Values through Midlife: a Longitudinal 
study” (coauthored with J. stockard and 
g. carpenter) at the canadian congress on 
Leisure Research. st. catharines, ontario, 
canada, May 2011.

linda Krull presented “Where in the 
World are Permanently Reinvested foreign 
earnings?” at the national university of 
singapore, July 2011.

stephen McKeon presented “cleared 
for Takeoff? ceo Personal Risk-Taking and 
corporate Policies” (coauthored with M. d. 
cain) at the northern finance association 
conference, Vancouver, british columbia, 
canada, september 2011; and “internal 
equity issuances and financing decisions” 
at the financial Management association 
annual doctoral student consortium, new 
York, new York, october 2010.

andrew nelson presented “What’s in a 
name? obliteration, symbolic adoption, 
and other finicky challenges in Tracking 
innovation diffusion” at the West coast 
Research symposium on Technology 
entrepreneurship, seattle, Washington, 
september 2011; “analyzing the intersection 
of networks and institutions Through the 
Lens of university commercialization” and 
“getting the Job done: coordinating Work 
through helping behavior” at the academy 
of Management annual Meeting, san 
antonio, Texas, august 2011; and “Putting 
universities in context: assessing different 
Views of the Production and diffusion 
of university-generated Knowledge” at 
the Technology Transfer society annual 
conference, Washington, d.c., november 
2010, and at the Roundtable on engineering 
entrepreneurship Research, atlanta, georgia, 
november 2010.

Ken njoroge presented “small Lending 
big: The Real effects of Trade credit demands 
on constrained suppliers” at the Western 
american accounting association conference, 
newport beach, california, april 2011.

anne Parmigiani presented “When 
collaboration Trumps Rivalry: examining 
organizational forms in the construction 
industry” (coauthored with s. holloway) 
at the academy of Management annual 
Meeting, san antonio, Texas, august 2011.

neviana Petkova presented 
“international Joint Ventures Transformed: 
foreign buyouts and firm Performance” 
(coauthored with Jing-Lin duanmu) at the 

Pacific northwest finance conference, 
seattle, Washington, november 2010.

Philip Romero spoke at the Pet 
healthcare industry summit, Portland, 
oregon, august 2011.

Michael V. Russo presented his 
research at bocconi university, May 2011; 
eidgenössische Technische hochschule 
zurich, May 2011; university of st. gallen, 
May 2011; instituto de estudios superiores 
de la empresa, april 2011; and universidad 
carlos iii, april 2011.

William starbuck keynoted the 
ingenuity conference, McMaster university, 
burlington, ontario, canada, september 
2011; gave four speeches at the academy 
of Management annual Meeting, san 
antonio, Texas, august 2011; and guest 
lectured at the university of south florida, 
January–february 2011; university of south 
florida Polytechnic, february 2011; essec 
business school, May 2011; university 
of Paris, May 2011; and new economics 
school, May 2011.

Rosemarie Ziedonis presented “an 
empirical analysis of non-Rival Patent 
Litigation” to intellectual property counsel 
at Microsoft, Redmond, Washington, 
september 2011; was a plenary speaker at 
the dRuid society summer conference 
on innovation, strategy, and structure, 
copenhagen, denmark, June 2011; presented 
“are Weak Patent Regimes stronger than 
We Think? cross-industry evidence from 
Venture-backed firms” at the inaugural 
Lundquist center for entrepreneurship 
innovation and entrepreneurship Research 
conference, eugene, oregon, June 2011; 
and presented “Job hopping in the shadow 
of Patent enforcement” at the university 
of Virginia darden school of business, 
May 2011; university of Pennsylvania 
Wharton school of business, april 2011; 
and university of california-berkeley haas 
school of business, november 2010.
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a Class of Their Own
UO lundquist College of Business alumni are 
increasingly reconnecting with their alma mater. 
Below are some of the latest news and updates 
from this actively engaged community.

1960s 
Phil Herres, Mba ’65, is the new chief 

executive of the bellevue, Washington-
based home-automation company Lagotek. 
herres joined Lagotek’s board a year ago. 
he takes over for eugene Luskin, who will 
remain chairman of Lagotek and serve as 
chief technology officer.

James E. ullakko ’67 is founding partner 
at odenberg, ullakko, Muranishi & co. LLP 
(ouM), a cPa firm that provides assurance, 
tax, accounting, and business advisory 
services. he has more than forty years of 
tax planning, compliance, consulting, and 
financial planning experience. Prior to 
founding ouM in 1976, he was a senior 
manager at Pricewaterhousecoopers.

1970s
allen F. Emes, Mba ’70, is a securities 

industry professional specializing in 
corporate finance, with an emphasis on oil 
and gas financing and advisory assignments. 
emes lives in calgary, alberta, canada, and 
has been an independent businessman since 
2007, serving as a director for certain public 
companies and managing various personal 
investments. emes has held the positions 
of vice president at integral securities, vice 
president of Woodstone capital corporation, 
vice chairman of octagon capital, senior 
vice president of Research capital, vice 
president of finance and chief financial 
officer for Morgan hydrocarbons inc., and 
senior vice president and chief financial 
officer of sceptre Resources Ltd.

Kathy McCarthy Murray ’78, Mba ’88, 
is now the vice president and senior human 
resources manager at umpqua bank in 
Portland.

1980s
Morley financial services in Portland, 

oregon, announced that Bill Gardner ’82, 
Mba ’84, has joined as director of sales 
and relationship management. gardner was 
formerly with dwight asset Management for 
twelve years, most recently as senior vice 
president. he has more than twenty-three 
years of financial industry leadership.

Mandie Rush, Mba ’82, who has thirty 
years experience, is now an entertainment 
banker, serving the financial needs of 
film and television companies, with first 
Republic bank in beverly hills, california. 
Rush worked for bank Leumi as vice 
president in its entertainment group before 
joining first Republic bank. Prior to that, 
she worked in the entertainment divisions 
of Mercantile national bank, california 
united bank, and the bank of california.

in april 2011, the u.s. department 
of energy named scott samuelson ’82 
manager of the hanford office of River 
Protection. it’s one of the two top positions 
sharing oversight of the hanford nuclear 
reservation environmental cleanup. 
samuelson’s background includes work 
in the nuclear power industry, developing 
and implementing inspection and testing 
programs for commercial light-water reactors.

Jim lyski ’85 was named executive vice 
president and chief marketing officer for 
scotts Miracle-gro company, the world’s 
largest marketer of branded consumer lawn 
and garden products. Prior to that, Lyski 
was chief marketing officer for nationwide 
insurance in columbus, ohio, where he 
was responsible for corporate strategy, 
marketing, brand management, advertising, 
and communications. he has also held 
senior-level positions in strategy and 
marketing for cigna healthcare, inc.  
and fedex corporation.

Barry Reid ’86, sustainability manager 
for georgia-Pacific LLc building Products, 
recently wrote an article for Design Cost 
Magazine titled “striking a Winning 
balance: can You overprotect Your 
building?” (uolcb.co/reidarticle). Reid has 
twenty-two years experience in the building 
products industry and serves as subject 
matter expert for georgia Pacific on green 
building codes, standards, and programs. 
he works with product development and 
management teams integrating sustainable 
and building science principles into 
georgia-Pacific products and processes. 
he is also chair of the american Wood 
council’s green building-codes and 
standards technical subcommittee.

The hillsboro city council has chosen  
t. Michael Brown ’88 to lead the city. 
brown was previously the county manager 
of douglas county, nevada, and in addition 
to his uo business degree, holds a master’s 
degree in public administration from 

An Entrepreneur and Trailblazer
Television pioneer Carolyn s. Chambers ’53 died august 8, 
but her leadership and philanthropy will benefit university 
of oregon students for generations to come. she was seventy-
nine. an emerita president and trustee of the uo foundation, 
chambers spearheaded the university’s first major fundraising 
drive, the oregon campaign. she remained closely connected 
to the university throughout her life through her support of 
oregon athletics and her active involvement as an advisory 
board member and frequent donor to the Lundquist college 
of business, school of Journalism and communication, and 
school of Law.

“We valued the insight and wisdom she brought to the college and our board of 
advisors,” said Lundquist dean Kees de Kluyver. “her passing is a loss to her family, 
our community, and those who considered her a friend.”

When she graduated from the university of oregon in 1953, chambers was one of 
only a few woman that year to earn a bachelor’s degree in business administration. she 
launched Kezi-TV in eugene. from there, she went on to create and lead a nationally 
prominent cable television company. When her husband Richard died in 1986, she 
became president of chambers construction. she also helped to pioneer oregon’s wine 
industry as owner of hinman Vineyards, sylvan Ridge Winery, and Panther creek 
cellars. a celebration of life for chambers was held august 20 at the hult center for 
the Performing arts in eugene.
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the university of Kansas. he has worked 
for governments in corvallis, oregon; 
Lexington, Massachusetts; olathe, Kansas; 
and colchester, Vermont.

at deloitte since 2007, Jean-Michel 
Demaison, Mba ’89, is now an associate 
director within the company’s department 
of council in france. deloitte’s council 
department works on international projects, 
particularly assisting in creating shared 
service centers in new economies.

Ron Heath ’89, Mba ’90, became a 
managing director at Morley financial on 
december 27, 2010. formerly with dwight 
asset Management for ten years, heath is 
leading Morley’s sales, client service, and 
marketing efforts.

1990s
Karlin Conklin, Mba ’90, joined 

bluestone & hockley Real estate services as 
vice president of sales and leasing. she was 
previously at cKW Partners, and before that, 
she was a senior vice president at guardian 
Real estate services. conklin has been 
responsible for approximately $1 billion  
in transactions in her career.

Chris Middleton, Mba ’90, was named 
vice president of marketing for Pets best 
insurance. he previously worked eighteen 
years for hewlett-Packard and is also a 
certified public accountant. Middleton lives 
in boise, idaho, with nancy, his wife of 
twenty-two years, with whom he has two 
children.

Cal Collins ’98 became president and 
chief operating officer for esco corp. on 
January 1, 2011, replacing the retiring Larry 
huget. collins began his career at esco in 
1977 as a flogger and grinder before going 
to college. he later went on to a career as 
an attorney and received an Mba before 
returning to esco in 2000 as vice president 
of administration and general counsel, and 
group vice president of engineered products.

2000s
intel corporation’s John Hengeveld, 

Mba ’00, a well-known high-performance 
computing (hPc) evangelist, has become 
a featured blogger and columnist on 
insidehPc (www.insidehpc.com), a short-
format news site for high-performance 
computing. hengeveld is director of 
technical computer marketing at intel.

quango, a design and strategic marketing 
agency, welcomed Wesley sieker ’00 
as its new vice president of business 
development. before joining quango, 
sieker served in multiple roles at intel 
corporation, including mobile products 
channel marketing manager. he was also 
vice president of marketing at Kolorid, 
Ltd., and founder-owner of oregon football 

calendar, a fan publication that combines 
sports photography, facts, and news.

steve Zogas ’00 joined sococo, a 
social communications company, as vice 
president of finance. he oversees financial 
management and planning, reporting, 
and analysis. Previously, zogas was vice 
president of finance and operations for 
the music-licensing firm Rumblefish and 
manager of business development at uTi 
Worldwide, a supply chain services and 
solutions company. zogas spent several 
years in the financial services industry 
in new York city, most notably in the 
investment banking groups of bear stearns 
& co. and bank of america securities.

Jonathon Hensley ’01 is ceo and lead 
market strategist at emerge interactive, a 
user-centered digital marketing agency.  
The Portland Business Journal profiled him 
in its May 27, 2011, edition.

on april 18, 
2011, Esteban 
Vega Hidalgo, 
Mba ’03, was 
named the 
marketing manager 
at ecuador general 
Motors in quito, 
ecuador. he will be 
responsible for the 
design, development, and implementation 
of marketing plans for all products and 
services related to gM’s portfolio of vehicles 
in the country. Vega hidalgo previously 
worked in consumer goods where he 
developed and implemented strategies for 
marketing research and demand planning.

Bryn n. Porter ’05 married Mike L. blay 
on august 27, 2010. Porter is an indirect 
procurement analyst with columbia 
sportswear in Portland, oregon.

shirley Justice, Mba ’06, director of 
global footwear planning and sourcing at 
nike, inc., has been recognized as a ViP 
member by cambridge Who’s Who for 
demonstrating dedication, leadership, 
and excellence in her career. Justice is 
responsible for the architecture of a long-
term strategic sourcing vision and strategy 
that supports growth, profitability, and 
sustainability targets at nike. she also 
develops global supply chain strategies 
while executing key initiatives for future 
growth, such as forecast alignment and 
systems integration.

Red door interactive, a strategic internet 
presence management firm, announced 
the addition of Mallory Mahoney ’07 as 
associate e-mail specialist to its san diego 
office. Prior to joining Red door, Mahoney 
was the marketing assistant at heritage 
golf group and was responsible for the 
marketing initiatives of sixteen private and 
resort country clubs throughout the united 
states

RaLLY Marketing group, an integrated 
marketing and promotions agency, 
announced the addition of scott Mitchell, 
Mba ’07, as an account executive to the 
agency’s client services team. Mitchell’s 
background includes serving as a public 
relations account executive at Weber 
shandwick seattle, where he worked with 
Microsoft and midmarket companies in the 
cleantech sector.

Remembering Stu Rich
it was with great sadness that the 
Lundquist college of business 
community learned of the death of 
retired professor stuart Rich. born in 
1920, Rich held a bachelor’s degree 
from Wabash college and a doctorate in 
business administration from harvard. 
during World War ii, Rich served in the 
navy scouts and Raiders (a forerunner 
of today’s navy seaLs) and participated 
in five invasions. here at the business 
college, he taught marketing strategy 
to a generation of students. starting 
in 1963, he directed the school’s 
forest industries Management center, 
implementing a forest industry Mba 
degree that was unique in the nation. an 
avid mountaineer, Rich climbed peaks 
from the cascades to the urals. an active 
member of eugene Mountain Rescue 

even into his seventies, “stu frequently 
headed search-and-rescue missions in 
the most dangerous of circumstances, 
showing the same courage and wisdom 
in mountaineering that he had displayed 
as a hero of d-day and as an enforcer of 
rigorous academic standards,” said Lynn 
Kahle, the ehrman V. giustina Professor 
of Marketing.
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Devan newman ’07 has been named 
an assistant coach for the Weber state 
university women’s basketball team. 
newman joined the Wildcats staff after 
spending the past three seasons at the 
university of Louisville.

Cynthia nustad, Mba ’07, joined hMs, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of hMs holdings 
corp., as chief information officer. nustad 
has more than fifteen years of management 
experience in the healthcare information 
technology industry, serving as vice 
president of architecture and technology 
for Regence (blue cross blue shield), the 
largest health insurer in the northwest 
and intermountain region; vice president 
of software development and product 
management for oao healthcare solutions, 
inc.; and in various leadership roles at 
e-Medsoft.com and WellPoint health 
networks.

Jason Reno ’08 has joined the Medford, 
oregon, office of People’s bank of commerce. 
he previously worked for JPMorgan chase 
as a licensed personal banker, assisting 
customers with new accounts and services, 
as well as coordinating consumer and 
business loans. he was also a client accounts 
coordinator for fisher investments LLc in 
Vancouver, Washington. he holds a series 6 
securities license.

2010s
David Hawkins, Mba ’10, has joined 

huntington bancshares incorporated, a 
$54 billion regional bank holding company 
headquartered in columbus, ohio. hawkins 
will serve as senior vice president and 
director of customer experience.

neal Rosenshein ’10 has joined the 
family law firm stahancyk, Kent & hook 
in its Vancouver, Washington, branch. 
Rosenshein earned his juris doctorate 
from Willamette university and his Mba 
from the university of oregon. The law 
firm, specializing in family law and estate 
planning, has offices in four oregon cities 
plus an office in Vancouver.

iN MEMoRiAM
Glenn smith ’42 died of age-related 

causes on May 1, 2011. he was ninety-three. 
smith served in the air force during World 
War ii; worked as an office manager and 
accountant at Truax oil inc. in corvallis, 
oregon; was employed by John W. stokes 
company as a traveling auditor of auto 
dealerships; and served as an accountant at 
the university of oregon business office for 
many years.

Betty Kirtley ’44 passed away from 
age-related causes on april 23, 2011. 
she was eighty-eight. born august 2, 
1922, in Richland, oregon, to John and 
Lela saunders Perry, she married orris 
“Kirt” Kirtley on december 6, 1960, in 
nevada. she worked as a legal secretary 
in accounting firms in san francisco, 
california; Tucson, arizona; and on  
military bases.

Gerald William Maurer ’58 died May 
21, 2011, of coronary heart disease. born in 
Portland, oregon, Maurer had a successful 
thirty-eight-year-career with the california 
state automobile association. he enjoyed 
fishing, camping, traveling throughout 
the united states, and exploring other 
countries.

Paul Richard 
Muñiz, Mba ’75, 
died of cancer on 
July 27, 2011. he 
was sixty-three. 
Regarded as a 
california-statewide 
expert in juvenile 
dependency law, 
Muñiz worked for 
twenty-seven years as contra costa county 
deputy counsel. he was raised in norwalk, 
connecticut. Muñiz served three years in 
the army. and obtained an Mba from the 
university of oregon intending to go into 

the railroad business, but ultimately he 
moved to california to organize support 
for the united farm Workers. Muñiz was 
a board member of the institute for central 
american studies, supported community-
sponsored radio, and volunteered clearing 
public trails through the Muir heritage  
Land Trust.

alexis Pennington, a senior 
business administration major, died of 
meningoencephalitis on March 6. The 
twenty-two-year-old graduate of Marist 
high school in eugene was a member 
of the university’s water polo team and 
international business and economics club, 
and had worked at the outdoor Program on 
campus. The Lundquist college of business 
presented her family with her diploma 
during commencement ceremonies in  
June 2011.

an associate professor at the university 
of oregon Lundquist college of business 
from 1957 to 1981, Frederick John 
seubert of eugene died March 21, 2011, of 
respiratory failure. he was ninety. born in 
chicago, illinois, seubert served as a staff 
sergeant in the american and asian Pacific 
theaters from 1942 to 1946. he received 
his Phd in business administration from 
cornell university in 1954 and was founder 
and ceo of ikoso-Kits from 1969 to 1997.

Business Woman and Philanthropist

one of the first successful women 
in the timber industry and a leading 
business person in the state of oregon, 
Donna P. Woolley died february 25, 
2011, of heart failure. she was eighty-
five. in 1970, when her husband died, 
Woolley took over as head of the family’s 
logging and lumber manufacturing 
business, Woolley Logging company 
in drain, oregon. by 1981, she had 
sold her mills and plywood company 
and founded eagle’s View Management 

company in eugene, which focused on 
commercial and residential development 
throughout the western states. she 
remained president and ceo of the 
company until her death. over the 
years, Woolley’s philanthropy benefited 
organizations throughout the state. 
she was an active supporter of the 
university of oregon and the Lundquist 
college of business, serving on the uo 
foundation board of Trustees and the 
Lundquist college of business board of 
advisors. in 1980, Woolley received the 
uo Pioneer award. she was selected as 
eugene’s first citizen in 2000. and in 
June 2005, she was presented with the 
uo Presidential Medal, which honors 
individuals who have demonstrated 
extraordinary service to the university. 
Woolley particularly enjoyed engaging 
with students and attended many events 
and gatherings at the college, including 
the annual Women in business gala.  
she will be greatly missed.

alUMni nOTes
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sometimes the smallest questions solve 
the biggest puzzles. in the first year of 

her Mba studies at the university of oregon 
Lundquist college of business, guru s. 
Khalsa, Mba ’09, began a consulting project 
for california’s clif bar & company. her 
group was developing a communications 
plan to highlight the energy bar maker’s 
sustainable packaging practices. The project 
included consumer research, panel surveys, 
cost analyses, and strategic thinking.

as the work evolved, Khalsa began to  
see sustainability from a holistic 
perspective. “it makes sense from every 
angle,” she said. “it’s not just a feel-good 
practice. it makes smart business sense.” 
That sudden insight would soon shape her 
entire career.

originally from norway, Khalsa 
completed an undergraduate degree in 
journalism and communication from 

the university of oregon and moved to 
Washington, d.c., to work for a startup 
record label and distribution company. 
she enjoyed putting her marketing and 
communication skills into practice, but she 
knew there were bigger prospects on the 
horizon: “i was ready to take my career to 
the next level.” she was also spending way 
too much time in her car. commuting from 
northern Virginia made her yearn for open 
spaces and a better quality of life.

Working for a startup company was 
exciting and collaborative, which pointed 
Khalsa toward a business education. she 
loved eugene and eagerly returned to 
oregon in 2007 to start her Mba. she was 
motivated, but unsure how to uncover her 
own interests and competitive advantage.  
“i went into the program with a broad goal 
of developing my skills and my career path 
in general,” said Khalsa.

Making the Jump to Make a Difference
Guru s. Khalsa’s path to leading corporate responsibility projects for Columbia 
sportswear traveled through norway; Washington, D.C.; California; and Oregon.

alUMni PROfiles

When the packaging project grabbed 
her attention, Khalsa began to explore 
sustainability in earnest and, ultimately, 
focused her studies through the center 
for sustainable business Practices. she 
honed her research skills and learned 
how to analyze information, make solid 
recommendations, and present strategic 
findings in a compelling manner. That 
training has proven to be invaluable, says 
Khalsa, who completed her Mba in 2009.

Khalsa is now a corporate responsibility 
specialist for columbia sportswear 
in Portland, oregon. she works on 
environmental responsibility projects—
including waste analysis, green office 
and facility assessments, and energy 
best practices—and social responsibility 
issues, including labor compliance and 
manufacturing practices. Khalsa also 
spearheads communication efforts for 
her department, developing social media 
strategies, outreach plans, and narrative 
frameworks.

not only does the position fit her talents, 
but she’s also building a career with a 
positive social and environmental impact. 
her work makes a difference. “That really 
means something to me,” said Khalsa, who 
gets slightly breathless as she describes the 
possibilities of carbon-neutral production 
targets and closed-loop manufacturing. 
she also serves on the leadership board for 
net impact, a global network committed to 
social and environmental sustainability that 
she first joined at the uo.

The Mba education built a foundation 
that Khalsa relies on every day. developing 
strategic programs requires sound research 
and analysis methodologies. “i feel so much 
more confident in my recommendations 
than i might have before,” explained Khalsa. 
she also continues to mine the wisdom of 
her fellow graduates, who have stayed close 
and often share questions, issues, and war 
stories from the “real world” of business: 
“it’s great to touch base and say ‘okay, so 
you’re negotiating your first raise. how is 
it going?’” Just two years after graduation, 
Khalsa’s come a long way from the 
frustrated commuter who wanted something 
more—and it all started with an energy bar.
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a Remarkable Return
it’s been an interesting year for the lundquist 
College of Business. This past fiscal year 
saw the institution of a new budget model 
that more accurately reflected the resources 
we require to meet the demand for business 
education at the University of Oregon. 
Coupled with the opening of anstett Hall and 
the hiring of additional faculty members, we 
are at the beginning stages of being able to 
better serve our growing student population.

But how far we have come would not have been possible without 
the generous support and investments of our alumni and friends. 
Regardless of our modest increase in university appropriations 
from tuition payments, we were only able to transcend the status 
quo thanks to the munificence of our donors. Because of you, we 
enhanced our programs, pursued new learning initiatives, better 
attracted talented students, and delivered a world-class learning 
environment.

Your investments in the value of business education are a 
vote of confidence that others notice. Consider that, according 
to a recent study, the University of Oregon produces $33.64 
in economic impact for every dollar it receives in state 
appropriations. With the state funding less than 8 percent of the 
cost of education (and that share is expected to drop below 6 
percent in the coming year), it is clear that donors are the catalyst 
for such a remarkable return on investment.

On the following pages, we are pleased to present the honor roll 
of donors who have contributed so generously to the lundquist 
community during the 2010–11 fiscal year.

On behalf of the entire college, thank you for supporting our 
mission to empower an engaged community of students, 
faculty and staff members, alumni, and stakeholders who make 
significant contributions to their professions, communities, and 
society. You are not only ensuring that we graduate the best 
and brightest, but also that your investment translates into real 
financial and economic growth for Oregon and beyond.
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Heritage investors 
($10,000 plus)
stacey allaster-Milkovich and  

John Milkovich
Hope ’55 and Joseph anstett ’55
Patricia Mcfadden Boyer
Mary and Timothy Boyle
elizabeth and James Bramsen
Virginia and Kim Caldwell
Barbara Cargill ’62
susan ’70 and Jeffry Cook ’66
Gary Countryman
Karl Miller Jr. ’87
Diane ’84 and John Dimmer ’84
Mark Donegan
Mary and James Dunnam
Joan and alan earhart
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Katherine and Robert Jesenik
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Debra and William larsson
Johanna lawler
Gwen and Charles lillis ’72
Donna and John luger ’68
ellen and Desmond lynch
Cynthia and edward Maletis
J. Douglas McKay
Rick Miller
Jill and ellison Morgan
Robin and Douglas Oas
Patricia and Ronald Peterson
anne and Richard Petit
Michelle and Gregory quesnel
Marni and James Reinmuth
shirley ’53 and James Rippey ’53
Carol ezeir and edward Robert
Wendy and Kenneth Ruby
Betty ’56 and norman Ruecker ’54
Christine ’80 and Ronald sauer ’80
louis scharpf
Melissa and Trace skopil
Marianne and Colin slade
Mary lou ’67 and Marty W. smith
alice ’71 and eric sorensen ’69
susan stevens and Hugh fremantle
Jeffrey stewart
Jacqueline Krull-sussman and  

Mitchell sussman
elizabeth and Howard svigals
ann Johnston swindells ’55 and  

William swindells Jr.
Mary ann Tonkin
linda and Robert Turner
Willie and Don Tykeson ’51
Clare Villari ’80
Mary Ward ’50
Barbara and Richard Williams

Legacy investors 
($5,000–$9,999)
Howard allred
linda ’74 and scott andrews ’74
nicole ayers
lori Bradford and Mickey friend
Richard Callahan
stephen Cappy
Megan Cavanagh and Michael franson
Hallie and steve Christian ’75
Beverly and nelson Clark iV
Barbara and William Cobb Jr. ’71
Verdell and James Coleman
Jo ann Curry Coleman and  

nathan Coleman
Rhonda and Jeffrey Curtis
leona ’51 and Robert Dearmond ’52
susan and J. Terry eager
Marilyn ’59 and Richard easton ’59

Helen Gernon and Dennis stimple
Phyllis and Paul Goebel Jr. ’52
ann and William Hefter 
Kasey and steven Holwerda
Gary Homsley
Grant ’64 and suanne inman ’64
Melanie and Gavin James
Barbara Woodford and Thomas Kelly
Kelly and James lanzarotta
Grace and Cheng-Hock lau
John lynch
luis Machuca
samuel Megeath iii
Terri and e. Blair Minniti
leslie Mittelberg and Dale Morse
Kerri Crosby Pellow and Dale Pellow
Bonnie and Robert Peterson
sue and e. Barry Post
Merritt and Dwayne Richardson
Julie and John schlendorf iii
laura and James schlueter
Carolyn Kunze slapnicka and  

Timothy slapnicka
sondria stephens
sharon and stephen Terry ’76
lisa Biddiscombe Wade and  

alan Wade ’80
Carol and Robert Warsaw
Judy ’77 and Michael Weber ’77

President’s investors 
($2,500–4,999)
Kari and David anderton
Diane and John Benson
Cindy and Phillip Bullock
susan and Ralph Coan Jr. ’65
Diane and Mark Cruzan
Jamie Cunningham
Melissa and David Dugan
Tricia stedman Duncan and fritz Duncan
Virginia and Paul farkas
linda and Philip fischer
Colleen and William Gardner
Kyungsook and John Gregor
Barbara and Douglas Griesel
Dawn and David Guenther
susie Hagemeister and Mark Martin
Joy ’65 and Richard Hanson ’65
leslie ’70 and Michael Hartwig ’70
Terah and David Haslip
loi Brumley Heldt and Bruce Heldt
lynn and Douglas Henne
Michele Henney
Connie and Clifford Hinds
anita and Danny Hollingshead
Judith R. and Mick Humphreys ’64
ann and Christopher Johnson
elaine and Grant Jones
Bob Kaliski
Gail and John Kretchmer
Kimberly Tague lally and Robert lally
Randal lund
Marjorie and James lussier
Dolores lyons
Diane Matlock and John Hartley
Patricia and J. William neuner
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Diane Ramsey and W. Bruce Johnson
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Maria and M. Chris Rogers
andrea ’64 and James sandstrom ’64
Catherine Tribe siegmund
Barbara ’51 and James snow ’50
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sheila and Richard steers
Karen Howard sullivan
Kathleen and Robert Thurston
Janice and Bryn Torkelson
linda and John Vandercook
Carolyn and irwin Warsaw
Claire and James Williams
Carol and John Woodworth
Kristine and scott Wright
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susan and Todd Ringoen
Mary McClelland Robert
Mandie Rush
Jennifer and erik sandhu
Pamela shriver
Virginia scoville smith
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Donna Philbrick
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anne and Jeffery schilling
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nancy Gibbs sotta and Richard sotta
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Joanne York stevens and Kirk stevens
Kathy and Charles strong
Jamie and Ronald sutton
Kelly sweet and David Gross
Mary Greene Tarbell and Jeffrey Tarbell
lily Tsang and alistair Wu
Michael Vlaming
Juel Walker
ellyne Warsaw
stephen Wegener

Dean’s investors 
($1,000–$2,499)
esther and stephen abouaf
Heather and sergio apodaca
John ’50 and Helen Backlund ’51
Kathryn and Warren Barnes
susan and John Bates
angela Belding
Marie and C. Wade Bell
stephen Bellotti
Kimberly and lonnie Brist
Jnell Brittelle-shane
Jennifer and John Buller
Kelly McCaffrey Burke and eric Burke
suzanne and Charles Carlbom
aida and Douglas Carlson
Jayne Carroll and lee Kell
Danelle and Matthew Clark
Robin Clement
Karen and stephen Conway
Terrance Cook
Virginia and Charles Cowden
Kyle McGuinn Davidson
angela Davis and Jeremy Piger
Wendy Dame and Don Doerr
nancy and William Doolittle
laura and David evans
Christine evert
Monika and steven fein
ann and William flatz
erin frazier
Connie freeman and Keith McKalip
Heidi alig freeman and  

Christopher freeman
Michael Garvey
frances White and Donald Gerhart
Mary and John Gilbaugh ’66
Jerry Gose
Kathleen and Brian Gowdy
Margaret fisher Graves and George Graves
Dale l. ’59 and allen l. Gummer ’58
John Hashim
Donna and David Hawkins
Wenhua li and song-Yu He
Deborah and Kenneth irinaga
shari and lee Jacobson
Kristen Koski Johanson and  

Douglas Johanson
Kenneth Kahrs
Karen Mackin Karlsen and Kjell Karlsen
Ronald Keil
Billie Jean King
Melanie Ditton and alan Krane
linda Krull
Marilyn and Donald lance
Barbara and Charles landers Jr.
Helen and scott langley
Margerylou and a. Burton lind
Jodie shellow and Keith lopaty
Devera and scott Marshall
Timothy McCann
Christie and Daniel McKenzie
Danielle and neal Mclaughlin
Peter Mears
Kusum and Rajan Mehndiratta
Robin ’60 and Robert Mesher ’58
Terri and Donald Milder
sally and shane Moncrieff
indriany atmadja and Trisna Muliadi
Martina navratilova
Heidi nelson
Mary and Martin Packouz
anthony Parke
Brandon Parker
Brittany and erik Parrish
lisa Ohlmann Prentice and  

William Prentice
Kristine Puzzuti and Tony Pizzuti
albert Radcliffe
nancy Goldsberry Radcliffe
francine and Jeffrey Reingold
Jack Rickli ’49

“looking back it’s easy to see the amazing 

impact that my education and experience at 

the University Oregon had on my life, both 

personally and professionally. Realizing this, 

it feels good to begin giving back and i look 

forward to building a meaningful relationship 

with the university.”

RiCK MilleR, fOUnDeR anD CeO, aVaMeRe faMilY Of COMPanies



TuiTion and fees $16,681,090

endowmenT earnings $2,047,000

gifTs $3,588,000**

sTaTe funding $1,446,320

sTaTe gifT maTch $792,400

miscellaneous and granTs $259,900

ToTal $24,813,390

**ActuAl dollArs received, excludes new pledges  

And pledge pAyments on endowments

faculTy salaries and services $15,768,000

adminisTraTive  $2,074,500

cenTers $1,722,700

graduaTe Programs $1,373,200

exTernal relaTions $956,940

undergraduaTe Programs $727,050

SubToTal $22,622,390

oPeraTing reserves $2,191,000

ToTal $24,813,390

*numbers reflect new budget model

Lundquist College of Business Revenue Sources 2010–11*

Lundquist College of Business uses of Funds 2010–11*
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susan and James Wellborn Jr.
Kathleen and Gregory Wentworth
Robert Wentworth
scott Wentworth
David Wheelwright
shauna Whidden-schulze and  

Peter schulze
linda Williams
steven Williams
nicole and Ryan Wilson
Gregory Wimmer
sheryl and Joseph Wonderlick
Janis and stephen Wood
Katie and Bryan Woodfill
Karen and Russell Woodruff
soichiro Yamamoto
Ping Yeung
George Yioulos
Michael Zick
nancy Zimbalist
Makenzie and eric Zuern

investors 
($1–$249)
Jane and leonard adams
Holli agee
Peggy and anthony albano
Rachelle and adrianus alkemade
Mary and James allen
Betty and Darwin allison
susan and John anderson
Joanne and Ted anderson
Rebecca arnold
Jennifer follert artley and Matthew artley
nancy and edward asbahr
Cynthia ’82 and Dana aschbacher ’83
sharon atwood
Traci and Richard axtell
Tamara and stephen aydelott
nobuko Mori azumano and  

George azumano
alen Bahret
suzanne Baird
Debra Baker
Robert Baker Jr.
Daniela Balboa
susan Knight Barrera and frank Barrera
eric Bartland
Charles Baumann
nancy and David Bayley
Mark Beasley
Harriet and Thomas Beck
Tracy Volker Beekman and  

Michael Beekman
Jane Raapke Bell and lyle Bell
aimee Beltz
andrea Belz
Robin and Mark Berry
Junie and Tamas Bessenyei
Marsha and William Bessey
laura Bibo and Robert Rogers
Judith swensen Bill
lisa and Kurt Bjorklund
linda and Robert Blackmore
lauri and Ross Blanchard
sherry and James Blandin
susan and David Blohn
Donel Boentaran
Carol Barnes Bosanko
Kenneth Bosanko
stephanie Bosnyk
Joanne Bosque and Dennis Concannon
andrea Bouck
iris and Paul Bourque
Marian and Gerald Bowden
Donna and Jean Bowles
Pamela frye and Richard Boyles
Marilyn Brandt

Marion everaert Breaid
Jeffrey Brown
Jennifer Byron Brown and Kevin Brown
Judith and Jerol Brown
Cindy and Myron Brown
Carie strahorn-Brown and steven Brown
nola and Charles Brumfield
Cecelia and Charles Buchholz
Barbara McGill Buono and David Buono
scott Buys
Janis and William Byers
Maryjo and Gregory Byrnes
eugene Cadenasso
Catherine Calder and Gilmore Hector
Judy Jarmin Caldwell and Richard Caldwell
amy Jones and Thomas Camden
ian Campbell
Trever Campbell
susan and Robert Campo
Wilma and Jack Canfield
Janice and Kenneth Cardwell
Dawn and eric Carlson
Kelly and James Carlson
Tamara ’80 and Craig Carpenter
Kaila Carty
Janice and Bob Cassidy
alissa and Herman Castellano
shirley and Dennis Chambers
lily Tsao Chang and Chia-Mu Chang
Ya-Chen Chang

Patricia and John Chapman
sherri and David Chapman
Barbara Taft Chen and Chi-Hung Chen
eugene Chen
Josie and Raymond Cheng
George Chinen
Margaret and arden Christensen
albert Christiani
sarah King-Christison and  

Joseph Christison
Janis Barclay Clark and Dennis Clark
nancy Henson-Clark and Donald Clark
Kathleen Willmorth Clark and  

andrew Clark
Terralyn Denison Clark and Michael Clark
Molly and Richard Clark
shirley and Jeffrey Clouse
Randa and David Cody
Jennifer and Gregory Cohn
Patsy and James Coldren
Patricia and Ralph Cole iV
Meredith and stephen Cole
susann and James Coleman
Jill College
stephanie lynde Collins and Craig Collins
Kelsi Colombi
Melissa Zumwalt Cook and Robert Cook
Bernard Copping
isabella Decosse Corbin
Margaret and Charles Corgan Jr.

sherry and Ronald Cornelius
Geraldene and frank Corvello
Matthew Crakes
Dorothy and David Crean
Caley and Philip Crowder
Gina Cully-sanstrum and Philip sanstrum
Keri and Jason Cunningham
Gwen and John Cunningham
Cynthia and Clarence Curnow Jr.
Barbara and leroy Custer
Marie and Melvin Dailey
sabrina and Jared Dairy
Mark Daugherty
Cathleen and David Davie
Ray Davis
sharon and William Davis
Madi DeVoogd and Johannes De Voogd
Danice and Dwayne Deckard
Patti and Mark DeCourcey
Connie and frederik Dekker
Bonnie and Jack Delaney
Margaret Dember
Martin Desmond
felicia Di John and David Di John
Jan Diamond
Bret Dinsdale
Deborah and Mark Doner
Jonathan Donlon
sheryl and Thomas Doucette
susan ’66 and James Douglas ’66

HOnOR ROll



Welcome, Katie
On June 15, 2011, the UO lundquist College of Business 
welcomed Katie Rohrer as our senior director of development. 
Rohrer heads our Office of external Relations and is 
responsible for leading our fundraising strategy and 
development activities. as you will discover when meeting 
Rohrer, if you haven’t already, she is a dynamic and forward-
thinking individual who will be instrumental in helping the 
college achieve its future aspirations. she brings ten years of 
development and alumni relations experience from top-tier 
universities and national nonprofits.

Rohrer was most recently associate director for development 
at stanford Graduate school of Business, where she worked 
directly with many of the school’s eight- and nine-figure 
donors. at stanford, she facilitated a number of key gifts in 
support of the business school’s $500 million campaign. she 
also managed the stanford Business school Trust board, a 
group of distinguished alumni trustees who invest a portion of 
the school’s endowment. Previously, Rohrer held major gifts 
fundraising positions at Yale University, during the $3 billion 
Yale Tomorrow campaign, and at United Way of Metropolitan 
Chicago. additionally, she has held various marketing and 
alumni relations positions at northwestern University and the 
aspen institute.

Rohrer has an MBa in corporate strategy from Cornell 
University’s Johnson school, where she was a Roy H. Park 
leadership fellow. a Michigan native, she earned her Bs in 
environmental policy from the University of Michigan in ann 
arbor.

“Coming to the University of Oregon,” said Rohrer, “brings 
together three of my passions—university fundraising, college 
football, and all things green. i am excited to join such an 
outstanding enterprise and the dedicated community of 
donors, alumni, and friends who make the lundquist College 
one of the best business schools in the country.”
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Delmer Driskill
eleanor and William Dudley
Jean Rodin Dugan
linda Price Duhan and Dale Duhan
Joanne and Waymen Dwinell
francis eck
Ronan eggleston
l. Catherine and Kenneth ehlers
susan elkinawy
Deborah erickson
Roy erickson
Jack estepp
Marcelo estrella
Constance euerle
sylvia and Tony everson
Hua fan
Kristin and Douglas farnham
Donna and Ramsey fendall
susan and William fera
Joni and lawrence finkel
Jane and David firth
Hannah fisher
Kayann and Paul fitzgerald
susan flad
Douglas flores
sandra florip
Carolyn Jackson fokkema and  

Johan fokkema
Cameron forni
Carol elliott foster and Wilmot foster
erika fowler-Decatur and Michael Decatur
Cynthia and sebastian francisco
Katherine and Mark frandsen
Joshua frankel
angela and andrew frezza
Christina and Ronald friberg
Kathleen and James fritz
Barbara and Herbert fujikawa
John funatake
Clyde furushima
Deanna stefani Gaffke and  

Kenneth Gaffke
Judith and John Gallaway
Timothy Galvin
Jill Wood Gambill and Michael Gambill
Jo and William Garber
sherilynn and Henry Gardner
Mark Gaskill
isabelle and Craig Gass
Kristy and Bradley Gebhard
sarah Gebhardt and John Ward
eileen Desmond Geddings and  

James Geddings
norma and William Geenty Jr.
ann Geller
elaine Williams Genor
susan Palmer Giannini and Gary Giannini
nancy and ian Gilfillan
louise and arthur Glassman
anthony Goodman
ann Graham
Pamela and David Gratke
Cassandra Gray
Helen and Mark Green
Martin Greenberg
Martha and Mark Greenough
Marilyn and Jeffrey Grey
Kelsi Griesel
lynn Groff
Margaret Groves
Jennifer Groza
Bonnie and larry Gubrud
ian Haas
Katherine and Michael Haines
erin and Jeremy Hall
Katherine Tashiro Hamai and Glenn Hamai
Ralph Hanahan
sandra and David Hanford
Deanna Bishop Hansen
Donald Hanson
lori Hara-Horowitz and edward Horowitz
Joshua Hardin
Rose and steve Hardt

Charles Harker
Jennifer Hoffman and Gabriel Harmon
linda Haun Harper and allen Harper
Brian Harrington
isabel and John Harrington
Kathleen and Christopher Harris
steven Harris
Gretchen and Christopher Harrison
lucille Grimm Harwood
Benjamin Hass
elisabeth and Grant Hass
lu-nita and Del Hawkins
Michael Haydon
Katherine Berry Hedman and  

Kenneth Hedman
susan Whipple Hefty and Roger Hefty
Robert Heiney iii
Donald Helmich
eugene Helser
Charlotta and Jay Hendricksen
lois and Jack Henton
Megan Hickman
Deborah and Robert Hickok
Mary Vranizan Hinsdale and scott Hinsdale
Patricia and James Hoag
sherry and Richard Hockenbrock
David Hoffenberg
David Hoffman
Barbara and Glenn Holderreed
Charles Hollis
Gerald Holmstrom
Terry Holschuh
shane Holt
Diane Hood and Gregory Murphy
spencer Hopping
Mary and Craig Horton
sandra Thalen Horwitz
Devon Hotchkiss
Jaimie and Bradley Houser
Cletus Hover
Betty and Gordon Hoy
Donna Houston Hoyne
Jo ann and Harold Hubbard
Maurice Hudson
Trasie and Jason Humble
Tzu-Hsing Hung
Christine Voas Hunter and Brian Hunter
leRoy Huus
alicia incerpi
Denise and Rodney incerpi
Jeffrey irving
nancy and Mark irwin
leslie ito
Marti and eric Jacobsen
Kathleen and louis Jaffe
Karen and Kenneth Janoff
Janice John
Judith and edward Johnduff
shannon McDonald Johnson and  

David Johnson
Deborah and larry Johnson
Priscilla and Robert Johnson
Joan and Robert Johnson
Yuki and Craig Johnston
Robert Johnston
Joyce and Douglas Jones
Catherine and William Jones
Ronald Jungwirth
leslie and Peter Kadison
shirley and Raymond Karnofski
shannon Zimbler Katz and David Katz
Patricia and Jack Katzenmeyer
Jerome Katzky
steven Kayl
Kimberly arkes Keizur and John Keizur
fern Kellmeyer
Joyce McGee Kellund and Knud Kellund
Peggy and James Kessinger
David Keudell
elaine and Robert Kiehnle
Karen Ganung King and J. Randall King
Wendy and David Kistler
annelies Kloosterman



Lundquist College of Business Private Support 2010–11*

gifTs and Pledge PaymenTs $5,965,204

new Pledges $1,123,835

gifTs and new Pledges $4,000,439

gifTs and new Pledges by alumni $3,617,739

average alumni gifT $4,125

median alumni gifT $100

*includes bequests

Historical giving to the Lundquist College of Business**

fiscal year amounT

2001–2 $12,425,099

2002–3 $6,240,982

2003–4 $6,804,642

2004–5 $5,864,607

2005–6 $5,993,014

2006–7 $4,198,373

2007–8 $5,270,697

2008–9 $5,885,612

2009–10 $4,726,509

2010–11 $5,965,204

**gifts And pledge pAyments, including bequests
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Patricia and leon Klud
sylvia and Robert Knapp
Constance ’75 and Kenneth Knepper ’74
sukhrob Kodirov
John Kopack
Barbara and Ronald Kovar
sonia saito Kreag and John Kreag
shirley andree Krieger and Donald Krieger
Mary allabach Kromling and  

larry Kromling
fredric Kropp
Carol and Keith Krupke
Marilyn and Virgil Kuhls
Mathew Kurth
Marietta and Glen Kuykendall
William labrie
anthony lambatos
samantha lance
Kelly Marcus lanford and Jeff lanford
Janet and Gary langenwalter
Julie and Macy lawrence
Janice lee
Mark lee
nancy Riesch leisure
Gay and lon lembert
nichole lewellyn
John leydon Jr.
lixia li
susan and Girard liberty
Heidi and erik lie
Michelle and William lilje
0ida Mae nickels lillie
Cher-Kwong lim
Chew lim
David lindley
Kevin lineburg
sandra lisle-McMullen and  

Patrick McMullen
andrea and Ryan loftin
Ramona lopez
James lowder
Rita and Jack loyd
Gloria and Kenneth luderman
Tonia and Carl lusk
Molly and Jeff lyon
anne flatland Macdonald and  

John Macdonald
Chester Mackey
Mary elizabeth Madden
John Madrosen
Gretchen and stephen Magers
Molly and Rodney Malone
amira Mansour
Dorothy schray Marsh and John Marsh
scott Martin
Diane and Donald Masterson Jr.
shirlene and Douglas May
faye and Timothy McClain
sarah and Timothy McCool
Patricia Mcentee-Baxter and lee Baxter
elery McKern
Diane and James McKittrick Jr.
Kay and Raymond Mclaughlin
Cathy and Thomas Mclean
Daniel Mcleod
nancy Pine McMahon and Gary McMahon
Greta and Glenn McMath
Brandie and larry Mcnamee
Patrick Meadows
ilene Painter Mellor and William Mellor
Charlotte Weber and Michael Menasco
lisha Menne
Gregory Mettler
elizabeth Meyerding
Renee and Wesley Meyers
Betty Meats Miller
eileen and Ronald Miller
Kathleen and Merlin Miller
James Miller-Murphy

Richard Minkler
Julie Berg Missal and Donald Missal
Judy and John Mittenthal
Patricia ’69 and Richard Moffitt ’69
Maria and Joseph Monteleone
Tiffany Montes
ayako and Daniel Moore
Roxann and Richard Moran
Mary Moreno
Rebecca Morgan
Teresa Morgan
Jenifer Morrison
Mitra and David Morse
Julie and Douglas Moshofsky
Carol and stuart Munro
Christopher Murphy
Kathleen Holcom Murray and  

William Murray
Kaci Myhra
Monique fracz Myhre and steven Myhre
Clarence naapi
Chris nairns
Judy and shizuo nakawatase
Victoria and leslie neighbors
Karen smith nevins and John nevins
steven nguyen
Takao nishina
linda shannon noah and Roger noah
Daniel nollette
arthur nusom
Mary and Philip nyegaard
Jean and Clinton O’neil
James O’Rourke

Tisha Oehmen
laura and emeka Ofobike
sumie and earl Ogata
adam Ohlson
em-Orn and sanfred Olson
susan and Charles Oltman
Michael Oneill
Michele and Dennis Oshita
Dani Owre
Dorothy and Raymond Packouz
Jean and Dusan Pasic
Cheryl and James Paul
Terri and Terry Paulsen
samuel Pellegrini
Yan Peng
Mary and John Percin sr.
andrew Perkin
Richard Perry
sue Perry
linda Coffelt Petersen and David Petersen
Brian Phillips
Mary Revell Piazza and salvatore Piazza
Kathleen Pierce
Jane and Mark Pinniger
Karen Kruse Pong and W.Y. Pong
Judyth and John Post
Charlotte and Robert Powell
shailajah and Venkataraman Prasannan
april stiebel Press and eric Press
eleanor and John Prince
Thomas Pritchard
sarah Price Pruden and Henry Pruden

John Puttman sr.
Henry qualman
Katina quan and Marco Ching
sandra and David quesnel
Jane sommer quien and Jack quien
David quinn
Carole and edwin quinn
frances and Michael Rainey
Janet Pauly Rasmussen and  

Gregory Rasmussen
Kendra Rasmussen
Jhomer Recometa
Joan and James Reed
edith and William Reich
linda and stephen Reichenbach
lisa Rein
Bradley Rentfro
Gina and Kevin Rich
Donna and larry Richards
shawn Rietman
Robin and Bennet Rigall
ardys Dahl Ringsdorf
Gary Rink
Dane Ritchey
Richard Robbins
Kiley Robinette
Tammy Roche
John Rogers
Christina and samuel Romanaggi
ellen and Michael Roney
Rebecca Rooks
laura and Michael Roots
Brian Rose

HOnOR ROll



State Support and increasing uo Enrollment
academic year % of uo budgeT uo enrollmenT

1985–86 33% 16,375

1990–91 32% 18,141

1999–2000 20% 16,716

2005–6 13% 20,394

2006–7 13% 20,388

2007–8 14% 20,376

2008–9 12% 21,507

2009–10 9% 22,386

2010–11 8% 23,389

2011–12 6%* 23,000*

*estimAtes
FISCAL YEAR

State Funding
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leslie Ross
Matthew Ross
Roy Ross iii
Barbara sim Rudd and Donald Rudd
Jane Haake Russell and James Russell
Joanne Russell
Janine and James Rutherford
leslie sakai
David sauer
Katrina saunders
Mary savage
Margaret Zuber savoian and scott savoian
frances and Robert scearce Jr.
Mary schaefer and Keith Moffatt
Kathryn and Paul schaffner
stephen schendel
shanna Pozzi and edward scherr
Mary schillinger
Heather and Dennis schrag
Rochelle and Kirk schueler
Brenda and William schwartz
Ronald scriber
Terrence scroggin
elena and Dorin seremeta

Mary Bristol severson and  
Donald severson

Barbara and Owen shackleton Jr.
eileen and lawrence shaine
sharon and Philip shane
Molly and Daniel shank
sarah ashraf sharma
susan Henkel sharp
Justin sheraden
Kelli Johnson sherman and  

Barton sherman
Mandy sherman
John shickich
Kenneth shipley Jr.
Yasong shou
Patrick simmons
Kathryn Kimer simon and  

lawrence simon Jr.
adriene simpson
fong siu and Thomas Yiu
Harriet skoog-Belnap
Donelle and Jay slater
Joyce slater
Kathy slivka

Devon smith
Gerald smith
sandra and James smith
Mary Huson smith and eric smith
sara Dykes snowden and Oliver snowden iii
Jean and William sonnenfeld
Justin souza
Martha Ybarra spinks and scott spinks
loralyn and scott spiro
Robyn and Harley spring
Christine and David stark
Cathy and James stark
Barend-Hendrik steenhuis
Marsha Morey steffen and  

Douglas steffen
Daniel steinberg
Moya and Dennis stephens
Melba Ham stephens
Peter stephens
Jerri and Todd stephens
Jeffery stevens
sandra and William stevens
Jean lotts still and Richard still
Brian stone
sandra and Michael stone
norma and stanley stout
Matthew stringer
Karen and Jeremy strober
Ronald stroble
allegra stuart
Philip studarus
Daniel sullivan
scott sumpter
irene ’62 and Richard sund
annette irvine swangard and  

Paul swangard
Tyler sweet
Patsy Glass swindler and Richard swindler
laVerne and norman Tada
elsie and fred Takara
M. earline and Douglass Talbot
Harry Tarbell
Jennifer findon Taylor and Mark Taylor
elizabeth and Thomas Tegart
Corinna and William Tempelis
leslie Thiel
Diane Kuhl Thomas and Jerry Thomas
Barbara and edward Thomas
Janet Thompson and Thomas lee
Joan and stephen Thompson
Kimberly and Theodore Thoren
Dorothy and William Tickle
Michelle edwards Tinsley and alan Tinsley
sydney and edward Todd

Virginia and John Tompkins
susan Phillips and Rodney Torbet
Donald Troxel
Marjorie Dobbie Tull
lorraine and Glenn Uchimura
Thomas Uckung
Karen Copperstone Upton and  

Kenneth Upton
Jacklyn and Byron Van Metre
evelyn and albert Van servellen Jr.
Kristine Brown Vanderhoeven and  

erik Vanderhoeven
Margaret Badgley Vernon and  

Robert Vernon
Walter Vierra
Christina Voges
susan Vogt and Michael Baechler
Hendrik Vroege
Rebecca and scott Wagar
Mylene simons Walden and  

Gregory Walden
Donald Wallace
luke Walsh
Cheryl Walters and James snelling
Deeanne Waltman
Jing Wan
Mabel Westley Ward
Tiffany and Keith Washington
ann and Howard Watkins
Carol and lawrence Weberg
Rachel and Walter Weisner
Bonnie and Mark Weiss
Judith and lawrence Welch
Tara Welfle
lynda Wendel and David felt
lisa sandau Wenzlick and  

Michael Wenzlick
laura ellis-Westwell and arthur Westwell Jr.
Donald White
Tonya White
anne Whiting
nancy and Richard Wickizer
Jack Wiecks
Kandi Wiens
Robin Wiley
C. faye and David Wilkins
Drucilla and Robin Wilkinson
Charlotte and Derwin Williams
Melissa and Michael Williams
Carol and Ralph Williams
ella Kelly Winans and Ronald Winans
Janet and Robert Winchester Jr.
Carol Witbeck
Deanna and Jeff Wolfe

“The UO lundquist College of Business 

helps to nurture an entrepreneurial 

mindset in its students that contributes 

to the advancement of business not only 

in Oregon, but around the globe. My 

involvement and investment in the college’s 

new Venture Championship has consistently 

provided a gratifying confirmation of how 

much of a difference donors can make in 

the lives of students.”

JOHn DiMMeR, ManaGinG MeMBeR, fiRs ManaGeMenT llC



State Funding Per Student, 2010–11*

universiTy of norTh carolina $17,771

universiTy of wisconsin $10,793

universiTy of iowa $10,420

universiTy of california–sanTa barbara $8,402

Purdue universiTy $7,515

universiTy of Texas $7,156

universiTy of washingTon $7,061

universiTy of michigan $6,807

universiTy of virginia $5,619

universiTy of oregon $2,724

*integrAted postsecondAry educAtion dAtA system
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Carol Wong
Jon Woodworth
Marjorie and Phillip Woody
Ursula and Bernhard Wuthrich
Cathy nagai Yamashiro and Carl Yamashiro
staci Yoshihara
Kathline and David Young
Jackie and Martin Young
Todd Young
susan and Peter Zboya
Paul Zeanah Jr.
anne and John Zick
Dwight Zulauf
Christine and Thomas Zwirlein

Corporation and 
Foundations 
$10,000 plus
aequitas Capital Management inc.
allied Power Products inc.
anstett family 1993 Trust
avamere Group llC
Blue star Gas Company
Robert and lois Braddock  

Charitable foundation
Business seminars of Oregon
Deloitte foundation
The Dimmer family foundation
Mimi and Peter Haas fund
Hawes financial Group
HeDCO foundation
Hibler family Trust
ing life insurance and annuity Company
The Jeld-Wen foundation
Jeld-Wen inc.
Jewish Community endowment fund
Jobar international inc.
ewing Marion Kauffman foundation
The Phang lau foundation
The Morgan family foundation
Moss adams foundation
national Trust for Historic Preservation
national Basketball association
Octagon

Oeser family exemption Trust
estate of Harold J. Oeser
The Oregon Community foundation
Precision Castparts Corporation
PricewaterhouseCoopers foundation
Rasmuson foundation
Robert family foundation
Ruby family foundation
estate of Douglas C. strain
William swindells Revocable living Trust
Tektronix foundation
Tykeson family Charitable Trust
United Way of King County
Vanguard Charitable endowment Program
estate of Harry William Wallin
Warsaw family Trust
WTa Tour inc.

$5,000–$9,999
The autzen foundation
The ayco Charitable foundation
Bi-Mart Corporation
Deschutes investment advisors
ernst & Young foundation
evergreen Business Capital
fidelity Charitable Gift fund
Good faith Trust
Jones & Roth PC
J.T. Hartley and D.l. Matlock living Trust
Kelly Development Corporation
Kettle foods inc.
KPMG foundation
The Kryptiq Corporation
Martin-Hagemeister Trust
Mazama Capital Management inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Moss adams llP (eugene)
Moss adams llP (Portland)

neil Kelly Company
northwest Christian Community foundation
saif Corporation Headquarters
scanlanKemperBard Companies llC
U.s. Bancorp foundation
U.s. Bancorp
Verizon foundation
The Warsaw family foundation
William H. Hefter CPa

$2,500–$4,999
aCG Portland
Bank of america foundation
Geffen Mesher & Company
Grant Thornton foundation
Grant Thornton llP
Gregor Professional Corporation
Harbor Point Charitable foundation
intel Corporation
isler CPa
lally family foundation
Perkins & Company PC
Professional sports Group
The standard
Umpqua Bank
United Way of lane County
Washington Trust Bank

$1,000–$2,499
alliant energy foundation inc.
Berka family Trust
Blount international
Chartered financial analysts  

society of Portland
General electric foundation
Goldman sachs & Company
Jibe Consulting inc.
Kernutt stokes
W.R. lake Jr. Trust
Maginnis Charitable foundation
Martina enterprises inc.
Morgan stanley annual appeal
Pacific Continental Bank
Paige electric Company lP
Pension Planners northwest
PricewaterhouseCoopers llP
R&R Partners
susan s. Reynolds Trust
Mary Jayne Robert Revocable living Trust
sCORe, Chapter 416
Virginia s. smith Trust
UBs foundation
Union Pacific Corporation
Wells fargo foundation
Wentworth foundation
Dale White Revocable Trust

$250–$999
Jeanne i. arbow fund of the  

Oregon Community foundation
The Boeing Company
Conagra foods foundation
shelley a. Cooper PT
DirecTV
ford Black & Company PC
fred Meyer
GlobalGiving foundation
Hanson & Company PC
Juanita inc.
KPMG llP
Marin Community foundation
The Merck Company foundation
nike inc.
Pfizer foundation
Portland General electric Company
Rich sotta CPa PC
Rusch family Revocable Trust
student entrepreneurs inc.
United Way of the Columbia-Willamette
Us Cellular
Usaa investment Management Company

“Business is global, and UO lundquist 

College of Business students are eager 

to put their knowledge to work in an 

international context. Having lived and 

worked in four different countries has given 

me invaluable insight into the importance 

of a global education. By giving back to my 

alma mater, i hope to enable similar life-

changing experiences.”

OYsTein HaRsViK, DiReCTOR Of THe TReasURY,  

MiCROsOfT CORPORaTiOn

HOnOR ROll



Scholarship Money Distributed to Business Majors, 2010–11*

universiTy of iowa $5,992,326

universiTy of minnesoTa $3,503,007

universiTy of michigan  $3,235,949

universiTy of Texas $2,807,600

Purdue universiTy $2,473,084

universiTy of wisconsin $2,003,756

universiTy of norTh carolina $1,906,579

california PolyTechnic sTaTe universiTy $1,725,946

universiTy of virginia $1,425,456

universiTy of oregon $1,083,737

*bloomberg businessweek, mArch 2011
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Wachovia Wells fargo foundation
Gregory J. Wimmer living Trust
Wells fargo Bank na

$1–$249
aMD foundation
american european asset  

Management llC
Balanced Books
Caldwell family Trust
Cascade software systems inc.
Cisco systems inc.
The Cole law firm
Cornelius & associates
John H. Cunningham Trust
edward Jones
Jack l. estepp Trust
The Hedman family Trust
The Hover family Trust
HR international inc.
incerpi Construction
intel foundation
international Business  

Machines Corporation
ito farms
John Hancock financial services
JustGive
Peter Kadison-leslie Kadison Trust
f. Magers Trust
estate of Gladys McCready
Myron e. Brown CPa PC
northwestern Mutual foundation
novartis foundation
Olson’s Crafts
Redburn Partners Usa lP
sCR Consulting inc.
The swindler family Trust
Kandi J. Wiens Revocable Trust

Matching gift 
Corporations
alliant energy foundation inc.
aMD foundation
Bank of america foundation
The Boeing Company
Cisco systems inc.
Conagra foods foundation
Deloitte foundation
DirecTV
ernst & Young foundation
General electric foundation
Goldman sachs & Company
Grant Thornton foundation
international Business  

Machines Corporation
intel foundation
The Jeld-Wen foundation
John Hancock financial services
KPMG foundation
The Merck Company foundation
Microsoft Corporation
Moss adams foundation
nike inc.
northwestern Mutual foundation
novartis foundation
Perkins & Company PC
Pfizer foundation
Portland General electric Company
PricewaterhouseCoopers foundation
Rasmuson foundation
Redburn Partners Usa lP
The standard
U.s. Bancorp foundation
UBs foundation
Union Pacific Corporation
Us Cellular
Verizon foundation
Wachovia Wells fargo foundation
Wells fargo foundation

Join the Club
The lundquist college of Business has introduced 
a new and exclusive benefit society for corporate 
partners: the century club.

limited to a membership of 100 corporations, 
the century club offers a unique opportunity for 
companies to gain valuable benefits while creating 
an effective partnership with the lundquist college 
of Business. Based on their membership level, 
corporations will enjoy a variety of benefits, including 
preferred access to student recruits and interns, 
access to beneficial faculty research, student and 
faculty teams to work on projects, and invitations to 
join us at special events throughout the year.

By joining this elite group, corporations will develop a 
close partnership with the college and enjoy the best 
we have to offer. current members, who helped initiate 
the just-launched program, include

• Aequitas capital Management Inc.

• hawes Financial Group

• JoBar International Inc.

• Mazama capital Management Inc. 

Three century club membership levels are available:

Platinum ($50,000 per year. Minimum of three years)

Gold ($25,000 per year. Minimum of three years)

silver ($10,000 per year. Minimum of three years)

Find out more: uolcb.co/centuryclub or 541-346-3370.

PARTNERSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
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faCe Of THe fUTURe

ian McMenamin

Class Year: 2012

Major and Concentration: Business 
administration, entrepreneurship

Why the uo lundquist College of 
Business?

“When looking at schools, i walked in to 
the lundquist Center for entrepreneurship 
to open doors with a man behind the desk 
who instantly understood my mindset. i 
knew then that this business school would 
help me learn while supporting my passion 
for creating my own businesses.”

Businesses started at College: 
anythingcoral and Yield Pots

“i didn’t know anyone who sold rare salt 
water corals, so i decided to educate myself 
and innovate new ways to propagate and 
grow coral, and then try to create a market 
for the product. i learned how to sell, 
distribute, build, maintain, and grow sales 
with one of the most volatile goods you can 
think of. i now wholesale across the country 
some of the most hard-to-find corals in the 
world with distribution hubs in Boca Raton, 
florida; Dallas-fort Worth, Texas; san 
francisco, California; and Chicago, illinois.

The second company i started was Yield 
Pots, for which i employ fourteen full-time 
employees in the Philippines to produce 
fabric pots for the gardening industry. Yield 
Pots is one is an economic volume push 
product. i currently produce 1,500 Yield 
Pots per day and am working on getting 
free-trade certification.”

Most influential instructor or 
Professor: Dick sloan, undergraduate 
coordinator of innovation and 
entrepreneurship

“There is not one time i can remember 
walking into his office and being turned 
away because he was too busy. He always 
had time to give me advice and to mentor 
my business ideas and help me to build, 
focus, and brainstorm solutions for my 
real-life business problems. for any student 
interested in starting a business, Dick sloan 
is the best advising asset you can have for 
guidance, help, and encouragement.”

Best Class: Ba 352: leadership and 
Communication with anne forrestel, senior 
instructor of business

“anne forrestel was tough. But i learned 
a lot in her class. i have never been a 

typical student, and anne helped me build, 
recognize, and strengthen specific traits 
that have helped me become successful.”

Words of advice to aspiring 
Entrepreneurs: 

“Being an entrepreneur is a lifestyle, not a 
cool word or idea. it’s living a life that has no 
boundaries and time limits. You will spend 
many nights working, many weekends 
working, and many hours of sleep still 
thinking about working. it takes a lot of  
self-discipline.”

People May Be surprised to Know:

“i sleep only about five hours a night. 
Between coordinating my employees in the 
Philippines from 2:00 to 3:00 a.m., waking 
up to orders at 7:00 a.m. from the east 
coast for anythingcoral, and school work, 
it’s an interesting schedule.”

Erratum
in the printed edition of UO Business, 
McMenamin was incorrectly attributed 
as starting a third business. stephen 
lossner is the owner and founder of 
The Original Dirt Bags Co. 



Open
Doors
Based on undergraduate GPAs and 

GMAT test scores of applicants to our 

MBA, PhD, and Master of Accounting 

programs, lundquist college of 

Business graduate offerings are on par 

with some of the best in the country.

Unfortunately, raising tuition rates and 

the dearth of scholarships make it tough 

for us to compete with better-funded 

universities for those stellar students.

The fact is, more and more graduate 

students want to come to the University 

of Oregon for business. We need your 

help to make sure they walk through the 

front door.

To create a scholarship for graduate 

students, contact:

office of External Relations

1208 University of Oregon

Eugene OR 97403-1208

541-346-3370

lcb.uoregon.edu/invest
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Watch Videos

UOBusinessBlogs.com 

Subscribe

uo business E-News 
Sign up uolcb.co/getE-News


